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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION: THE PROBLEM, A STRUCTURAL APPROACH TO
THE ANALYSIS OF ORGANIZATIONS, REVIEWED

LITERATURE, AND HYPOTHESES

The Problem

Any organization is formed with certain goals in mind.

However, not all groups are equally successful in reaching

their stated ends. Various studies subsequently cited reveal

there is significant variation in the effectiveness of organi-

zations both from the task and the human relations points of

view. Contemporary sociologists specializing in organizational

analysis are interested in identifying the major variables that

account for these variations. In approaching this general area,

the present study applies the comparative method to the study

of four formal organizations which undertook, with varying

degrees of success, a goal common to all.

According to Hare, group or organizational analyses can

be undertaken at four levels: (1) explicating the publicly

stated collective objectives or goals of the group, i.e., the

formal task aspect; (2) studying the publicly affirmed objec-

tives of each individual; (3) detailing the development and

maintenance of the group structure suitable to the group's

Peter M. Blau and VV. Richard Scott, Formal Organiza-

tion: A Comparative Approach (San Francisco: Chandler Publish-
ing. Co., 1962), p. 1.

'
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goals; and (4) analyzing the problems of individual socio-

emotional adjustment, i.e., the psychological aspect.^ Blau

and Scott define social organization as the "observed regular-

ities in the behavior of people that are due to the social

conditions in which they find themselves rather than their

physiological or psychological characteristics as individuals."

The conditions influencing these social regularities they

divide into two main types: (1) "the structure of social

relations in a group ..."; and (2) "the shared beliefs and

orientations that unite the members of the collectivity and

guide their conduct."^ The structure of groups had been empha-

sized in common by these theorists. It is the level of inquiry

and focal point chosen for this study.

Briefly, then, and in the most general terms, the prob-

lem dealt with here is that of the relation between a group's

structure and its operational effectiveness. The study uti-

lizes comparative data on role structuring in four organiza-

tions formed for the same purpose. It compares these structures

with size and setting as major variables to be controlled.

^

^k. Paul Hare, A Handbook of Small Group Research
(Glencoe, 111.: The Free Press, 1962), p. 247.

Blau and Scott, op. cit ., p. 2.

The present investigation is one of a series m a con-
tinuing research project on organizational efficiency sponsored
by the Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station, designed and
directed by Professor Ralph E. Dakin, Department of Sociology
and Anthropology, Kansas State University. Dakin designed the
overall study to explore several aspects of the relative effi-
ciency with which populations in a midwest state were organized
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Control of size was deemed desirable because previous

studies on the same data had indicated a definite relationship

between size and efficiency.^ Control of setting was under-

taken because it was the last possible comparison of group

combinations that could be made. Thus, it systematically

completed the methodological investigation.

to carry out the task of water conservation and control.

The method of selecting the four areas has been de-

scribed as follows;
'Twenty-one areas of Kansas, which had been organized

under the Kansas Watershed Act at the time research was begun

(1959), were compared as regards the relative degree of effi-

ciency with which they proceeded. Four of these were then

selected for detailed study--two relatively large areas (each

approximately 200,000 acres) and two relatively small areas

(25,000 acres or less). One of the large and one of the small

areas had been organized with relatively high degrees of effi-

ciency. The other two had been relatively inefficient in

organizing.
"The project objectives were to determine if and how

these areas differed from each other in important social re-

spects and how such differences might relate to organizing

efficiency. Comparisons were to be made in terms of the

publics to be organized, the area leadership, the task organi-

zations, and various public and quasi-public organizations

with which the task organizations would have to work. These

were, in each instance, to be studied in terms of the basic
socio-economic characteristics of unit populations, their

attitudes toward the task issue, and their involvement in the

program." Quoted from Jack Bert Slutker, "Organizational
Variables in Relation to Efficiency: A Comparative Study of

Four Watershed Organizations" (unpublished Master's thesis,

_

Department of Economics and Sociology, Kansas State University,

1963), p. 2.

^Ralph E. Dakin, "Project 563, Social Variables and

Watershed Efficiency," Confidential Preliminary Report (raineo-

graphed), p. 9, by permission.



An Approach to the Structural Analysis of Organizations
and Reviewed Literature

To reveal structural features as they were related to

size and efficiency in the four organizations, the following

approach was used: sociometric results regarding choices for

both task and emotional type leadership roles were analyzed.

These data permitted comparison of structural clarity (member

knowledge of role specialization), interrelations between roles

or role correlations, relationship of informal to formal leader-

ship, and degree of concentration of role choices in the four

organizations

.

Theory in the area of formal organizations is still

limited due to the subject's early stage of development relative

to other fields of sociology. However, enough empirical liter-

ature exists to support the choices of the variables and the

tests used in this study. The literature covering the socio-

metric analysis of groups, factors affecting organizational

efficiency, the effects of size on organization, perceptions of

leadership roles, knowledge and participation in groups, role

interrelationships, the interaction of formal and informal

leadership, and the sociodynaraic law° was reviewed to formulate

a theory and a design for this study.

This law refers to the one third of a group's members
receiving a greater number of sociometric choices than would be
expected by chance. As the number of choices and group size
increase, this same one third of the membership will receive
the additional choices. Taken from J. L. Moreno, "Contributions
of Socioraetry to Research Methods in Sociology," Small Groups :

Studies in Social Interaction , ed. A. Paul Hare, Edgar F.

Borgatta, and Robert F. Bales (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1955), p. 103.
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Sociometry appears to be a very promising method for the

study of organizations. In designing this method, Moreno

systematically emphasized the study of social structures, situ-

ations of interaction, and role structuring.'^ The method has,

to date, been applied to study group cohesion, group integra-

tion, cleavages in groups, group climate, the effects of size,

variations in the forms of leadership, patterns of interaction

between members, interaction characteristics in relation to the

group's socio-cultural traits, and "interaction patterns and

Q 1

processes ... in relation to behavior.""

The use of sociometric methods seems singularly suited

to the comparative analysis of organizational effectiveness

from several standpoints. First, in terms of group effective-

ness, Nehnevajsa has shown most sociometric structures are

definite indicators of a group's success in reaching its goals.

^

Second, from the standpoint of the psychological climate of

groups, it has been shown that the sociometric leader is of

major functional significance as regards the situations and

relationships of members and thus, probably, also group effec-

tiveness. He is the "creative improver of others' situations

'^Ibid. , p. 100.

o

Jiri Nehnevajsa, "Sociometry," Contemporary Sociology ,

ed. Joseph Slabey Roucek (New York: Philosophical Library,

1958), p. 425.

9
Ibid ., p. 432.
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as well as his ovm."-'-° He is able to establish rapport and win

the confidence of fellow members. ^^ However, to be effective

he must stay within the approved mores of the group. Therefore,

the ideas of the rank and file are important in the emergence

of a particular person as a leader and in setting the limits of

his behavior. ^2 since the socioraetric method asks for opinions

of the rank and file membership, it can get at the reasons

behind the development and maintenance of a particular group

structure. From yet another point of view, this technique may

be used to determine when important roles are being played by

persons outside the formal leadership structure; also, it can

be used to study the degree to which there is congruence of the

informal and formal leadership systems as in a study by

Jennings. * In short, sociometry has been 'selected as the

technique to get at the role structures of organizational units

as they were perceived by the members.

These structures were then compared against two main

variables, one of which vjas effectiveness. Effectiveness was

chosen because it was the express purpose of a larger

Helen H. Jennings, "Sociometric Choice Process in

Personality and Group Formation," The Sociometry Reader , ed.

J. L. Moreno et al . (Glencoe, 111.: The Free Press, i960),
p. 91.

Helen H. Jennings, "Leadership and Sociometric
Choice," The Sociometry Reade r, ed . J. L. Moreno, et al .

(Glencoe, 111.: The Free Press, 1960), p. 443.

12
Ibid ., p. 450.

"
Ibid ., p. 443.
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investigation of which this study is a part,^"* and because it

is a standard well-tested variable in organizational studies.

Effectiveness has been defined as "the extent to which, an

organization as a social system, given certain resources and

means, fulfills its objectives without incapacitating its means

and resources and without placing undue strain upon its mem-

bers. "^^ For Kahn,^^ Wiess,-"-"^ and French^^ this definition is

reasonable, for, as they point out, any group exists to accom-

plish its goals. Not only has effectiveness been regarded as a

legitimate organizational problem, but the conclusion of one

study stated: "Therefore, we are reasonably assured that the

productivity criterion measure represents an organizational

rather than an indivin phenomenon."!'^ In this study, effec-

tiveness refers to goal accomplishment per unit of time. The

definition of effectiveness as given includes both the terms

"efficiency" and "productivity"; therefore, the literature from

both areas will be used to show the relevance of this variable

14
See footnote No. 4.

Basil S. Georgopoulos and Arnold S. Tannenbaura, '_'A

Study of Organizational Effectiveness," American Sociological

Review , XXII (October, 1957), p. 535.

""Robert L. Kahn , "The Prediction of Productivity,"
Journal of Social Issues , XII (2, 1956), p. 42.

''^Robert S. Wiess, "A Structure-Function Approach to

Organization," Journal of Social Issues , XII (2, 1956), p. 63.

"^John R. P. French, Jr., "Group Productivity," Groups ,

Leadership and Men: Research in Human Relations , ed. Harold
Guetzkow (New York: Russell and Russell, Inc., 1951— second

copyright, 1963), pp. 45-46.

19
Georgopoulos and Tannenbaum, op. cit ., p. 540.



to the various tests of structural differences used in this

study.

Productivity has been related to the size of the group

by several investigators; comments of Caplow^O and Hare^l will

be given now. The first author mentioned supports an inverse

relationship between group size and its effectiveness. The

second writer described small groups as generally producing

better quality results and large groups as generally producing

a greater quantity; these conclusions relate effectiveness and

size in different ways according to the organization's goals.'

Other studies have produced contradictory results. Dakin, for

example, has found in a study of 21 units of organization that

the larger units moved more "efficiently" toward their first

objective (achieving formal organization) than did the smaller

22
units when adjusting for numbers of people to be organized. ^'^

In addition to size, structure has been found to be a

determinate of group productivity .^3 Effectiveness can be hurt

not only by the wrong role structure but by an unclear one.

That is, if the necessary roles are not clear to either the

persons who hold those positions, or to the members of the

group, then, progress toward the association goal is hindered.'^*

20
Theodore Caplow, "Organizational Size," Administrative

Science Quarterly , I (March, 1957), pp. 499-500.

^"Hare, op. cit ., pp. 388, 224-225, 254.

22
Dakin, op. cit ., p. 9.

23
French, op. cit ., p. 53.

^^Blau and Scott, op. cit ., p. 157; William S. Folkman,
"Board Members as Decision Makers in Farmers' Co-operatives,"
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Knovflledge by the group's members of what the roles mean and who

functions best in these roles is not the same as group agree-

ment on one person as performing all leadership functions. In

a study of Air Force bomber crev«s, Adams found technical pro-

ductivity increased, then decreased with increasing status

25congruency

.

Socio-emotional interaction is one role that apparently

is related to organizational effectiveness. The findings are

complex, as, they were for the relationship between size and

effectiveness. Hare^° and Jacobson^' have described a direct

relation between the amount of socio-emotional interaction in a

group and the organization's effectiveness. Mouton, Blake, and

Fruchter^S found a positive relation between group attractive-

ness and effectiveness in military crews, but also reported

results on basketball teams and surveying teams in which there

Rural SociolO;^y , XXIII (September, 1958), p. 243; Eugene
Jacobson, "The Growth of Groups in a Voluntary Organization,"
Journal of Social Issues , XII (2, 1956), pp. 19 and 21; Ewart
E. Smith, "The Effects of Clear and Unclear Role Expectations
on Group Productivity and Defensiveness ," Journal of Abnormal
and Social Psychology , LV (September, 1957), pp. 213-217;
E. Paul Torrance, "Socioraetric Techniques for Diagnosing Group
Ills," Sociometry , XVIII (December, 1955), pp. 349-350.

25
Stuart Adams, "Status Congruency as a Variable in

Small Group Performance," Social Forces , XXXII (October, 1953),
p. 18.

^^Hare, op. cit ., pp. 254-255, 263, 375, and 380.

" Jacobson, op. cit ., pp. 18-20.

Jane Srygley Mouton, Robert R. Blake, and Benjamin
Fruchter, "The Validity of Sociometric Responses," The Soci -

ometry Reader , ed . J. L. Moreno et al . (Glencoe, 111.: The
Free Press, 1960), p. 384.
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was a negative relationship. Finally, iMartin, Dailey, and

Gross contend "the energy which goes toward the maintenance of

friendly interaction may reduce the total amount of energy

available for carrying out of the group's major purpose of

functioning.'"''

Several of the studies on socio-emotional interaction

were in conjunction with larger investigations concerned with

the results of different types of leadership on group effec-

tiveness. Most of these studies seem to agree that leadership

does alter group effectiveness; they do not agree on how this

change takes place. Hare has said higher productivity always

results from skilled leadership.-^'-' The question now becomes,

skilled in what way? For Kahn and Katz, the leader may be an

able task or socio-emotional leader. •^'- They feel these two

ways of improving effectiveness are independent''^ even though

Kahn found both traits present in the same person when analyz-

ing successful foremen in an industrial situation. 33 As

mentioned above in the discussion of sociometry, leadership may

not always be of the formal type. This deviation from the

29
Torrance, op. cit ., p. 347.

•^°Hare, op. cit ., p. 390.

31
Robert L. Kahn and Daniel Katz, "Leadership Practices

in Relation to Productivity and Morale," Group Dynamics :

Research and Theory , ed. Dorwin Cartwright and Alvin Zander
(2nd ed. rev.; Evanston, 111. and Elrasford, N.Y.: Row,
Peterson and Co., 1960), pp. 567-68.

^^Kahn, op. cit ., p. 45.
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organizational blueprint may affect effectiveness adversely or

it may help further the group's goals. ^"^ As an example of the

former case, Darley, Gross, and Martin found a substantial

positive correlation between the percent of votes for formal

35
leadership and group effectiveness.

To sum up this discussion of effectiveness, the term was

first defined in terras of goal accomplishment or "productivity."

These were then discussed in relation to size, roles (including

socio-emotional interaction), leadership, and to formal and

informal structures. All studies do not agree as to the rela-

tionship between size and effectiveness. There seems to be

general agreement that unclear role structures can reduce

effectiveness, but differences of opinion on the optimum bal-

ance for types of roles. The presence of skilled leadership

has been deemed essential to group effectiveness, but the matter

of how much of precisely what skills remains open. Finally,

there seems to be general agreement that departures from formal

blueprint leadership are to be expected but that excessive

deviation may retard group effectiveness.

Size was the second main variable used as a standard

against which to measure structural differences in the four

£llis L. Scout, Leadership and Perceptions of Organi -

zations ("Ohio Studies in Personnel," No. 82; Columbus, Ohio:
The Bureau of Business Research, College of Commerce and Admin-
istration, The Ohio State University, 1956), p. 113.

^^John G. Darley, Neal Gross, and William C. Martin,
"Studies of Group Behavior: Factors Associated with the Produc-
tivity of Groups," Journal of Applied Psychology , XXXVI
(December, 1952), p. 402.
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organizations compared. In this study, size refers to the

physical area covered by each of the organizations. Most of the

literature dealing with size refers to differences in number of

members. Following the lead of Dakin, who reported on the same

organizations used in this study, this author contends differ-

ences in physical size and differences in the number of members

in a group have the same structural effect. Dakin said:

The physical size of an area seems to be afactor
affecting certain of the variables which distinguish
more efficient from less efficient areas. In the

case of integration, for example, it was found that in

the smaller areas, both more and less efficient, the
' social acquaintance scores were significantly higher
than in the counterpart large areas. And, in the case

of general associational participation, the participa-
tion scores in the small areas tended to be slightly
higher than in the counterpart large areas. Physical
distance seems to have, as might be expected, a de-
pressing effect on communication and interaction .36

There also seems to be an inverse relationship between size in

members and intra-group interaction.^'^- Using this idea Caplow

drew on the number of members in a group in developing his

categories of group size. For him the maximum and minimum

members in each classification included a characteristic inter-

action pattern. In defending this procedure he offered the

following explanation: "Changes in size are associated with

unavoidable changes of structure at some point in the scale of

Ralph E. Dakin, "Variationsin Power Structures and
Organizing Efficiency: A Comparative Study of Four Areas,"
Sociological Quarterly , III (July, 1962), p. 249.

37
Charles H. Proctor, "A Summary of Findings from

Community Studies Reported in Sociometry ," The Sociometry Read-

er , ed. J. L. Moreno, et al . (Glencoe, 111.: The Free Press,
1960), p. 501.
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expansion but not at others. Each size category has definite

interaction possibilities and limits. "-^.^ In view of the cited

evidence, the position is taken in this investigation that an

increase in either membership or physical area of an organiza-

tion will decrease the amount of primary informal interaction

within a group and that this decrease will have the same struc-

tural effects, i.e., the group will become more impersonal and

more task-oriented among other things. Therefore, the liter-

ature dealing with membership size is also applicable to dis-

cussions of physical area. This writing will be related to

group participation, quality of interaction, and effectiveness.

In the passage by Dakin quoted above , it was mentioned

that participation was inversely related to size of physical

area. The same conclusion was reached by V/arner and Hilander

in a recent study concerning membership size. -^ This relation-

ship between size and participation would seem to be at least a

partial explanation for James' observation of an inverse rela-

tion between membership size and group activity.

Not only does the amount of participation vary by size of

group, but the quality or type of interaction also seems to

differ. Medalia found commanding officers viewed as less human-

relations-m.inded as size of military unit was increased. He

^ Caplow, op. cit ., p. 486.

39
W. Keith Warner and James S. Hilander, "The Relation-

ship Between Size of Organization and Membership Participation,"
Rural Sociology , XXIX (March, 1964), pp. 30-34.

40Verda and Irwin Deutscher, "Cohesion in a Small Group:
A Case Study," Social Force s, XXXllKMay, 1955), p. 338.
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explained this result not only in terms of the men's percep-

tions, but also in terms of their expectations of the command-

ing officer. That is, the men expected the commanding officer

to be less human-relations-minded as the unit size increased

and the commanding officer reacted accordingly; so he was, in

fact, less human-relations-minded. ^-'- Jennings arrived at about

the same conclusion when she contended task-oriented behavior

(sociotele) generally resulted in larger size groups and socio-

eraotional behavior (psychotele) in smaller.'*^ Moreno feels

choices to the two role areas are not given to the same

people. "^^ Gibb, however, found choices to these areas did

overlap.^"* Therefore, types of interaction probably are ten-

dencies rather than all-or-none patterns.

Types of interaction may be used as a base from which

variations in size and effectiveness may be related. Because

an effective group tends to have both task and socio-emotional

behavior, the smaller group would be more successful because,

both these types of behavior are possible in a smaller group. *5

By contrast, a group larger in either membership or in physical

'^-'-Nahum Z. Medalia, "Unit Size and Leadership Percep-

tion," Sociometry , XVII (February, 1954), pp. 65-66.

^^Cecil A. Gibb, "The Sociometry of Leadership in Tem-

porary Groups," Small Groups : Studies in S o cial Interaction ,

ed. A. Paul Hare, £dg,ar F. Borgatta, and Robert F. Bales (Mew

York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1955), p. 532.

^^J. L. Moreno, "Three Dimensions of Society," The Soci -

ometry Reader , ed. J. L. Moreno et_al. (Glencoe, 111.: The

Free Press, 1960), p. 120.

44
Gibb, loc. ci t.

^^Hare, op. cit ., p. 391.
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area includes meaibers with greater personal differences who have

a correspondingly smaller chance to develop the socio-emotional

behavior which would help in resolving these differences. That

is, the larger a group gets the more one's social-emotional

behavior will be directed towards his friends, and less toward

the group as a whole. As a result cliques of members tend to

form, making it harder for a large group to reach consensus .'*°

However, a large group may be very effective precisely because

its members do not have close interaction; they tend toward

the task-orientation in their relations but do not become

involved in time-consuming socio-emotional problems. These

processes would then make it possible for a large group also to

be very effective. In fact this has been found to be true. As

previously noted, Dakin found large units working on a specific

task to be generally more effective than small units working on

the same task.

To sura up this discussion of size as a main variable,

the assertion was made that group size could be thought of as

either number of members or size of physical area. To support

this claim, literature was presented showing an increase in

either kind of size would reduce the quantity of primary in-

formal action, and change its quality. This new definition of

size was then related to participation, socio-emotional be-

havior, and to effectiveness. The studies cited agreed that

*^Ibid., pp. 224-225, 267.

47
Dakin, "Project 563 ...," p. 9.
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size seemed inversely related to participation and to socio-

emotional behavior. The relationship between size and effec-

tiveness is not clear, but the apparently contradictory results

may be partially due to lack of consideration of task versus

socio-emotional role behavior.

Groups may be thought of as role systems; as a result, a

change in the nature of the group reflects a change in its role

structure .''^ Role analysis is one of the uses for sociometry

Moreno has emphasized.'*'' Roles in two general areas were

selected to reveal the structural patterns of the four organi-

zations studied. This section of the review of literature will

be devoted to a discussion of studies which have led the writer

to classify and analyze roles and approach leadership in a

special way.

The literature distinguishes between two basic types of

roles: the task-oriented and the socio-emotional. Slater has

stated that this differentiation is one of the first to occur

in a group. ^ Norfleet agrees and adds a possible explanation

to account for its existence: "the productivity of members is a

matter of group agreement; leisure time companionship is a

Theodore ^•^. Newcomb, "Role Behaviors in the Study of
Individual Personality and of Groups," Journal of Personality ,

XVIII (March, 1950), p. 284.

49
See footnote No. 7.

Philip £. Slater, "Role Differentiation in Small
Groups," American Sociological Review , XX (June, 1955), p. 308.
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natter of individual choice. "^'•

The effects of the socio-emotional role have been

intensively treated in the literature. The inverse relation-

ship that is reputed to exist between size and socio-emotional

interaction^^ should facilitate the winning of confidence of

members by the socior.ietric leader in the smaller group. ^-^ Hare

is of the opinion that groups having this positive emotional

interaction are more 'effective.-"^ Results reported by Jacobson

support this idea. However, support for what is commonly

called "friendly relations" in a group is not unqualified.

Torrance regards agreement on who is liked and who is disliked

as producing a less cohesive group. He also quoted Martin,

Dailey, and Gross as proposing that the effort spent on main-

taining friendly interaction detracts from the group's end

goals. ^^ Thus, the socio-emotional role may be either positive

or negative with regard to the organization's aims.-^'

The socio-emotional role commonly discussed in connection

with the other general role used in this study is that of

Bobbie Norfleet, "Interpersonal Relations and Group
Productivity," Journal of Social Issues , IV (Spring, 194S),
p. 68.

52 Proctor, op. cit ., p. 501.

Folkman, op. cit ., pp. 246-252.

^'^Hare, op. cit .^, pp. 254-255, 375, and 380.

Jacobson, oo. cit ., pp. 19-20.

Torrance, op. cit ., pp. 346-47.

57
Mouton , Blake, and rruchter, op. cit ., p. 384.
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task-oriented behavior.

Most of the literature this author found indirectly

supported a positive relationship between task behavior and

effectiveness. In general, some form of leadership, whether

situational or personal, is regarded as desirable for an effec-

tive group. Jennings found in socionetric choices that "in

those behaviors which 'make new events happen' or 'enlarge the

kind and extent of activity,' the over-chosen /leaders/ surpass

the average citizen by over four times as great an inci-

dence."^^ Therefore, the group with more leadership behavior

would also have more task behavior following her lines of

reasoning. Kahn and Katz, in trying to explain why sOEie groups

have high productivity and low morale in an industrial situ-

ation, suggest about .the same idea. They say a leader may

increase group productiveness in two ways, one of which is by

his engineering skill and the other is by his ability to moti-

vate men. Jacobson, in describing the characteristics of

highly active groups, points to the greater number of adminis-

trative functions performed by their chairmen when compared

with the less active groups." Although it may be argued that

this behavior is a group maintenance function, this author

prefers to think of it as organizing behavior necessary for the

group to progress toward its stated goal. Group maintenance

here would refer to maintaining socio-emotional activity.

CO
Jennings, "Leadership ...," p. 445.

59
Kahn and Katz, op. cit ., pp. 625-26.

^°Jacobson, op. cit ., pp. 19-20.
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It is generally held that role clarity and effectiveness are

positively correlated, as will be pointed out beloiu. Rush

found a positive relationship between initiating behavior and

role clarity. ^^ Hovjever, he had no measure of the effective-

ness of the military groups he studied, so naturally this corre-

lation was not made. Contrary to the predictions relating to

size and effectiveness, two authors propose a direct relation-

ship between the absolute amount of task behavior and group

size. Because much of the literature had predicted an inverse

relationship between group size and effectiveness, the relation-

ship between task behavior and group size should also have been

inverse for the direct relation between task behavior and

effectiveness vMhich has been implied above to be upheld. In-

stead, Gibb presents data supporting Jennings' idea that groups

based on a desire to work in a common unit are larger than those

based on a socio-emotional criterion. °" Caplow points out that

size may enable a group to perform certain tasks not possible in

a small group and to organize its tasks more efficiently."-^

Therefore, following his reasoning it is possible for larger

groups to perform more task behavior in terms of different

kinds of tasks. Organizing other tasks is a task-oriented

61
Carl H. Rush, Jr., "Leader Behavior and Group Char-

acteristics," Leader Behavior: I ts Description and Measurement
,

ed. Ralph M. Stogdill and Alvin E. Coons ("Ohio Studies in Per-
sonnel," No. 88; Columbus, Ohio: The Bureau of Business Research,
College of Commerce and Administration, The Ohio State Univer-
sity, 1957), p. 70.

Gibb, op. cit . , p. 532.

•^^Caplow, op. cit ., p. 500.
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behavior itself, so again the larger size enables a greater

amount of task behavior. Thus, it would seem task roles are

positively related both to effectiveness and to size.

Borgotta and Torrance have explicitly stated the dis-

similarity of these two roles. ^'^ Support for this position has

come from empirical studies. For example, Rush found positive

correlations between commanding officer consideration and

harmony, betvjeen role clarity and initiating behavior, but no

positive correlation between any factor of the first corre-

lation and any factor of the second. '^^ Examining the inter-

relations between these roles, however, we find that both roles

may be found in one person, the roles may be found in two dif-

ferent people, or each role may be shared by several people. °°

For example, descriptions of the sociometric leaders have given

both characteristics to one person, ^'^ and Halpin, Hemphill, and

Kahn have related this pattern to effectiveness. The studies

on organizational success were conducted on air crews, college

departments, and industrial groups, respectively . °°

^^Edgar F. Borgatta, "Analysis of Social Interaction and
Sociometric Perception," The Sociometry Reader , ed. J. L.
Moreno et al . (Glencoe, 111.: The Free Press, 1960), p. 293;
E. Paul Torrance, "Group Decision-Making and Disagreement,"
Social Forces , rOCVI (May, 1957), p. 316.

^^ush, op. cit ., p. 70.

^^Gibb, op. cit ., pp. 528, 532, and 535; Hare, op. cit .,

p. 149; Jennings, "Sociometric Choice Process ...," p. 94; Kahn
and Katz, op. cit ., pp. 625-26.

Jennings, "Sociometric Choice Process ...," p. 91.

Andrew V.'. Halpin, "The Leader Behavior and Effective-
ness of Aircraft Commanders," Leader Behavior: Its Description
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If, as indicated by the literature cited, these two

roles are basic to the functioning of groups, then we need to

consider the question of the impacts of variations in role

clarity, role structure, and leadership functions on group

performance. Social 'organization refers to "observed regulari-

ties in the behavior of people that are due to the social con-

ditions in which they find themselves ...""" The ability of

group members to distinguish the various functions of these

behavioral regularities from each other is called role clarity.

A relationship between this ability and group effectiveness had

70been stated by Newconb. This association is probably due to

the existence of role structure for that too is found with group

71effectiveness. Role structure, in turn, is the way group

members decide which roles are important to group functioning.

These emphasized roles can be called the leadership functions.

The importance of role clarity for both the role structure and

the leadership has been well stated by Slater:

and Measurement , ed. Ralph M. Stogdill and Alvin E. Coons
("Ohio Studies in Personnel," No. 88; Columbus, Ohio: The
Bureau of Business Research, College of Commerce and Adminis-
tration, The Ohio State University, 1957), p. 64; John K.
Hemphill, "Leader Behavior Associated with the Administrative
Reputations of College Departments," Leader Behavior: Its
Description and Measurement , ed. Ralph M. Stogdill and Alvin E,
Coons ("Ohio Studies in Personnel," No. 88; Columbus, Ohio:
The Bureau of Business Research, College of Commerce and
Administration, The Ohio State University, 1957), pp. 81 and
85; Kahn , op. cit ., p. 45.

70
Newcomb, op. cit . , p. 285.

French, op. cit ., p. 5j.
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But if iraplicit agreement on weights is lacking,
each rater will be making a qualitatively different
evaluation, and leadership consensus becomes almost
impossible. Similarly, in making more specialized
evaluations, a rater must decide what a specialist is
supposed to do before deciding how well he does it.
If there is no agreement in a group about what a given
role should include, then roles will be perform.ed in
accordance with individual norms and will be evaluated
in terms of personal criteria.

Using task and socio-emotional leadership functions, he goes on

to state three ways role playing may be structured: (1) one

person may perform both the task and socio-eraotional functions

for a group; (2) the group may have differing persons special-

izing in these functions; C3) a person may inflexibly play a

Benne and

7-3
Sheats would concur with these three types ox role structure.

Since the observed regularities making up social organization

are due to social conditions, the roles, role structure, and

leadership functions also vary with the situation. For example,

high-choice status has been related to physical dexterity in

recreational groups, to production skill in work groups, and to

combat effectiveness in military groups.'^ Factors other than

the group's goals, such as size'-* and closeness of

'^^Slater, op. cit ., pp. 308-310.

73Kenneth D. Benne and Paul Sheats, "Functional Roles of
Group Members," Journal of Social Issues , IV (Spring, 1948),
p. 43; Godfrey Gardner, "Functional Leadership and Popularity,"
Human Relations , IX (4, 1956), p. 493; Jennings, "Leadership
...," p. 448.

74
Hare, op. cit . , pp. 145-146.

75
Medalia, op. cit . , p. 65; Hare, op. cit ., p. 254.
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supervision, may alter the criteria for a certain role.

Therefore, it has been said that leadership is not just a set

of personal traits applicable to any group, but instead a set

of rules affected by the type of group and the situation.''^

Further support for situational leadership conies from a survey

of literature by Stogdill. Reviewing material which attempts

to relate personal factors vjith leadership, he concludes the

results have been disappointing. Specifically, there is no

"leader type" for all situations, but rather leader behavior

seems to vary with each situation.'^

Not all authors, hcvjever, would endorse such a relati-

vistic stand without question. Jennings feels certain person-

ality traits would make it likely for certain persons to emerge

as leaders in a number of siruations. For her, an example of.

such a trait v<ould be freedom from self-concern to enable one to

help others. At a minimum, Hare regards some kind of skilled

leader as one of the characteristics of effective action in

varying situations.^ Two studies have produced results which

the respective authors have interpreted as evidence for

'''^Blau and Scott, op. cit ., p. 157.

77Graham B. Bell and Robert L. French, "Consistency of
Individual Leadership Position in Small Groups of Varying
Membership," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology , XLV
(October, 1950) , pT 764; Jennings, "Leadership ...," pp. 446
and 448.

U. M. Stogdill, "Personal Factors Associated with
Leadership: A Survey of the Literature," Journal of Psychology ,

XXV (January, 1948), pp. 35-71.

79
Jennings, "Leadership ...," p. 446.

80
Hare, op. cit ., p. 391.
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leadership not being wholly situational. In both of these,

group membership was varied. One found a consistency of

leadership status. ^'- This would indicate that certain leader-

ship traits, (skills) are in constant denand for the effective

performance of given types of tasks. The other found individ-

uals affected performance in three-man groups when membership

was altered but group task was unchanged. °2 Gibb was quoted as

having found the same persons to be leaders when the group was

the same but its task was changed. -^ This would focus on the

needs of participants and indicate that, when these needs are

held constant (same group members), there is a constant denand

for certain leadership traits to fill these needs.

In summing up this discussion of role systems, the fol-

lov;ing points should be stressed: complete analysis of such

systems requires attention to two types of roles--the socio-

emotional and the task-oriented. The evidence suggests that

both have a bearing on group effectiveness. Role clarity (the

ability of group members to distinguish between the various

functions being performed and the persons performing them) is

important to group effectiveness. Leadership is influenced by

the situation, but certain traits seem demanded in given

^"•Bell and French, op. cit ., pp. 764-67.
op
Seymour Rosenberg, Dwight E. Erlick, and Leonard

Berkowitz, "Some Effects of Varying Combinations of Group Mem-
bers on Group Performance Measures and Leadership Behavior,"
Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology , LI (September, 1955),
p. 199.

Bell and French, op. cit ., p. 767.
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contexts of tasks' and membership. Finally, the assignr.ient of

roles varies in crucial ways: both task and socio-emotional

roles may be performed by one or several persons within a

group; conversely, one person may contribute to several roles

without being the only person of the group to do so. Concen-

tration of leadership roles in single persons seems to be found

in groups where single commanders are appointed (as in military

or in industry) ; shared leadership roles seem to be found in

voluntary groups having elected officials.

So far, this review of literature has covered the

appropriateness of the socioinetric method for studying organi-

zational structures; it has covered effectiveness and size as

two variables to be better understood through the study of

structural differences; finally, it has covered groups as role

systems to be studied by the socioinetric method.

In this investigation, effectiveness and size have been

studied in relation to task and eraotional behavior by the use

of four tests. These tests were structural clarity or role

information, role correlations, the congruence of formal and

informal role structures, and concentration of votes within

each role. Literature about each of these four tests will now

be presented in the order named, vvhere possible, each pattern

will be related to effectiveness and size and to task and socio-

emotional behavior.

The first of these four tests is structural clarity.

Much group and organizational literature focuses on participa-

tion in terms of the number of meetings members have attended.
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the number o£ comraittee positions they have held and similar

measures; in short, these approaches ask members directly about

their personal levels of activity in the organization. That is,

they focus on the amount of participation and take little note

of the functional quality of activity. These studies have a

certain quantitative bias.

In this study, questions about role behavior were used.

These ask for the opinions members have of the functional con-

tributions others make to the organization. It would seem to

this author that organizations in which members have superior

ability to give information on rhe role structuring of their

units would be organizations having v;ell-informed members and

structures which clearly delineate roles on a functional basis.

Such units should, for these reasons, be more effective. Sup-

port for this position is found in several studies. Harp, for

example, found in a study of rural cooperatives a significsmt

correlation between participation in and inforr.ation about the

cooperative.^^ In turn, both information and participation have'

been associated positively with effectiveness. In a study of

voluntary organizations it was found that medium active organi-

zations had more .information about themselves than less active

organizations .°-5

The questions used in this study not only are a measure

of information, but information may be used as a measure of

John Harp, "A General Theory of Social Participation,"
Rural Sociology , .XXIV (September, 1959), pp. 282-284.

S5Jacobson, op. c i

t

, , p, 22. ,
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role clarity. If the leadership behavior in a group is exceed-

ingly generalized, members will not be able to differentiate

between different role behaviors. U'hen they cannot, they will

not be able to name persons performing those functions. There-

fore, clear role behavior may enhance members' information.

Several authors have stressed the direct relation be-

tween role clarity and effectiveness, and Slater has empha-

sized the importance of role clarity in helping define the

leadership role.^'^ Several factors may qualify the relation-

ship between role clarity and effectiveness. In one study of

two Latin American communities, Proctor found less normative

consensus in the community of several leaders than in the

community of one leader. ^^ Hare feels consensus is harder to

reach in l.arge groups than in small groups. ^^ The reasons for

this have been discussed above. Finally, agreement on those

persons liked and disliked in a group seems to make it less

cohesive, according to Torrance."'-' Thus, Norfleet's observa-

tion again seems appropriate; effectiveness of members is a

matter of group agreement, and leisure-tine activity companions

Blau and Scott, op. cit ., p. 157; Folkman, op. cit .,

p. 243; Hare, op. cit ., p. 375; Jacobson, op. cit . , p. 19;
Nevjcomb, op. cit ., p. 285; Smith, op. cit ., 213-17; Torrance,
"Sociometric Techniques ...," p. 349.

^"^Slater, op. cit ., p. 310.

""Charles H. Proctor, "Informal Social Systems," The
Sociometry Reader , ed. J. L. Moreno et al . (Glencoe, 111.:
The Free Press, 1960), p. 489.

89
Hare, op. cit . , p. 267.

90Torrance, "Sociometric Techniques ...," p. 346.
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presented here on role clarity: role clarity in the task area

is necessary for proper group locomotion. This clarity may be

prevented by the presence of several viewpoints within the

group; these differing viewpoints may result from several

leaders or from large group size. Agreement on those liked and

disliked within the group will hurt group effectiveness. The

amount of member information was felt to be an index of role

clarity.

Another aspect of this study, ivhich has been mentioned,

forms the second test: this is the correlation between the two

types of leadership roles. V.'e need to know whether discreetly

separated functions or overlapping functions are associated

most closely with group effectiveness. To put it another way,

we need to know to what extent there is overlapping of roles

and whether general (multi-functional) or specialized (uni-

functional) leadership structures are more effective. Liter-

ature is available vjhich supports both points of view. Material

supporting specialized or uni-functional leadership, which does

not overlap, is followed by material supporting general or multi-

functional leadership, vjhich does overlap.

Several authors hold that leadership is specialized.

Gardner anticipates Bal^s when he says that leadership is not

all or none and that each person possesses it to a varying

degree. '^2 Bales, as quoted by Slater, agrees but makes this

91Norrleet, op. cit ., p. 68.

92
Godxrey Gardner, op. cit . , p. 493.
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statement clearer. Bales contends the group should not try to

solve its socio-emotional problems and task problems simulta-

neously. Likewise, he feels no one person should try to solve

both sets of problems at the sane time in a group. ^ Therefore,

Bales definitely feels these two role areas should be special-

ized because they cannot be successfully overlapped. Jennings

also feels no overlap can exist between these two role areas.

She feels leadership is a series of pair relationships because

any one person can respond only to the needs of some members of

the group, but not to all members. Because this is true, she

feels many share in the leadership process vjhich is the same

statement Gardner made. For her, this dispersion of leadership

functions is necessary in order to meet all the needs of the

members of the group. Furthermore, like Bales, she feels the

task and socio-emotional leadership do not overlap; that is,

for any one member the same leader will not meet both his work

needs and his leisure-time needs. "^ If leadership is special-

ized, then the requirements of the group ought to vary with the

situation, and it should be difficult to find any but the most

general similarity in leaders in different types of groups for

the needs of group members will vary for different types of

groups. For example, the reasons a person joins the Y.M.C.A.

basketball team are very different from the reasons he joins a

Masonic order. This has, in fact, been found to be true for, to

'^^Slater, op. cit ., p. 308.

94Jennings, "Socioraetric Choice Process ...," p. 94;
Jennings, "Leadership ...," p. 448.
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quote Hare,

High-choice status has also been found to be posi-
tively related to skill in recreational groups, such
as bowling teams, and also to combat effectiveness,
... to individual productivity in work groups ..., and
to influence in laboratory groups of children. ^5

Therefore, the same factors which seem to cause non-overlapping

and specialization of leadership functions also work to make

leadership dependent on the situation. This position on uni-

functional leadership would also seem to indicate that correla-

tion between the different kinds of leadership would be low,

particularly between the task and socio-emotional roles. Al-

though a person who is very able at task-oriented behavior may

meet the socio-emotional needs of others, if specialization does

take place it seems unlikely that he would have an equal rank

in the socio-emotional role. Therefore, a low correlation is

predicted by this line of thought.

Several other authors, however, would contend leadership

is overlapping and multi-functional. Jennings' statements, for

example, could very well mean that one person could perform

several role functions, and this would cause the leadership

functions to be dispersed instead of specialized. This is

essentially the point made by Benne and Sheats. This state-

ment would seem to misstate the issue for in true multi-

functional leadership one person would serve in a number of

leadership functions both task-oriented and socio-emotional in

95
Hare, op. cit ., pp. 145-^6.

96
Benne and Sheats, o p. cit . , p. 43.
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each member's mind. In the situation described by Benne and

Sheats, this overlapping of roles in the thinking of one person

would not necessarily be true. Several studies involving

appointed leaders in a work situation would seem to indicate

that generalization does exist. Kahn found the best foremen in

a manufacturing situation were both production and employee-

97
oriented. Using the same measure of consideration and in-

itiating structure in testing opinions of aircraft commanders

and college department heads, respectively, Halpin and Hemphill

found the effective leaders were ranked high on both types of

roles. Comraenting on the basis of his results, Hemphill sug-

gests an effective leader must have a minimum of both kinds of

behavior and that an excess of one will not compensate for the

qc
lack of the other. Slater says the same thing and suggests

that the effective leaders will match the group's emphasis on

the various roles. This would allow for the different situ-

ations in which groups emerge.'''' This last set of material

presented would seem to argue that overlapping of roles does

exist at least in work situations. Therefore, this literature

would seem to indicate a high correlation betvjeen roles should

exist in effective groups in contradiction to those authors

advocating non-overlapping between roles.

To this author, Adams' study resolves these two conflict-

ing positions very well. In a study of boraber crews, he

98
Halpin, op. cit ., p. 64; Hemphill, op. cit ., pp. 81

and 85.
Slater, op. cit ., p. 309.
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analyzed the ratings given to each crew on optical bombing

scores, general performance, proficiency, crew coordination,

radar bombing scores, morale, friendship, and confidence.

His results were as follows: ,
as crew status congruency in-

creased between these various measures, technical productivity

increased and then decreased. In explaining these results, he

felt that up to a moderate amount of socio-emotional activity

improves communication and tends to smooth out group differ-

ences, thus improving task performance; more than this amount

interferes with task-oriented behavior and thus reduces group

effectiveness. '°° In terms of role correlations, his explana-

tion would seem to predict moderate correlations in highly

effective groups and high or low correlations in ineffective

groups. To this author, this position resolves the seemingly

conflicting results regarding multi-functional leadership and

uni-functional leadership and indicates what should be expected

in a test of role correlations.

A third role test applied in this study was the propor-

tion of sociometric leadership attributable to the elected

officers as a measure of formal-informal structural congruity.

Complete congruity is not anticipated. Some votes cast for

persons outside the officer structure of an organization should

be expected. To quote Blau and Scott, "In every formal organi-

zation there arise informal organizations."-^ The apparent

validity of the sociometric method to discover this pattern

100Adams, op. cit ., pp. 16-22.

101
Blau and Scott, op. cit ., p. 6.
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was pointed out above. For example, Jennings has shown an

overlap between the formal and informal structures of an or-

1 OP
ganization; thus the socioraetric method shows congruence as

well as divergence. Deviation from the paper structure of an

organization is of particular concern to investigators, for, to

quote Scott, "The prestige system becomes of particular ana-

lytical importance if it deviates sharply from the formal status

system." He goes on to say that this deviation may help or

hinder the organization, depending on its aims. Darley,

Gross, Martin, and Moreno generally regard congruence as im-

104
proving group effectiveness.

Vote concentration was the fourth and last test to be

investigated in this study. It was designed to answer several

questions. Is a certain role played by only one person within

the organization or is this function performed by several per-

sons? To what extent do each of these patterns appear in the

sociogram? How are these interaction patterns related to size

and efficiency? The literature discussing these questions is

an extension of the trends already discussed.

One of the contributions Moreno feels sociometry h.-.v

made to organizational analysis is called the sociodynaraic law.

This states that the sociometric leaders receive a greater

proportion of the members' votes as the group becomes larger.

"^^Jennings, "Leadership ...," p. 443.

"^^Scott, op. cit ., p, 113.

'^'^Darley, Gross, and Martin, op. cit ., p. 402; Moreno,
"Three Dimensions ...," p. 120.
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With increasing size Moreno feels the sociometric leaders

become known less and less as individuals and known more and

more as symbols. He regards it as necessary for some persons

to receive more votes than others in order for differentiation

to occur. This position agrees with that of Slater; the

extra votes some persons receive are evidence of the role

consensus which Slater regards as necessary for leadership.

The Latin American communities described by Proctor would be a

good example of the results of unequal differentiation .•'07

Moreno's sociodynamic law contradicts the positions taken by

Hare and Northv«ay. Hare believes role consensus becomes more

difficult in larger groups. Northway feels a narrow range of

scores which leaves few in the group not chosen is a better

structure than one without these characteristics .-''-^S xo this

author, Norfleet 's summary statement can again be used to re-

solve these contradictions. If the statements by Hare and

Northway are taken to refer to socio-emotional behavior and

Moreno's statement is taken to refer to task-oriented behavior

there is no conflict. For example, Torrance observes that

agreement on those persons liked and disliked produces a less

105
J. L. Moreno and Helen H. Jennings, Sociometric Me as-

urement of Social Configurations ("Sociometry Monographs," No.
3; New York: Beacon House, 1945), pp. 20 and 23.

See footnote No. 87.
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See footnote No. 8.8.

108
Mary L. Northv;ay, A Primer of Sociometry (Toronto:

University of Toronto Press, 1952), p. 34.
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cohesive group. •'•''^ By contrast, Norfleet implies a direct

relation between vote concentration in task behavior and or-

ganizational effectiveness. The contradictions may be further

resolved when Medalia's study is recalled. As the group gets

larger, he found a shift from socio-emotional to task-oriented

behavior on the part of the commanding officer. Hare's

description of a large group fits the above statements very

well:

In all of these groups, the expected amount of inter-
action between members is low, the amount of inter-
action received by the leader or central person is high,
the expected differentiation in authority is high ...,
and the expected amount of affection between members is
low. This particular combination of characteristics
tends to result in high productivity with low member
satisfact ion. -'-'• -••

This description obviously differs from the following descrip- .

tion of the ideal-type voluntary organization:

The ideal-type voluntary association is one in which,
among other things, decision making is decentralized to
include the membership at large in order to insure gov-
ernment by consent, though authority is also delegated
through an elected leadership. ^^2

To sum up the literature on vote concentration: within task-

oriented roles, the sociodynamic law would seem to apply; within

socio-emotional roles, concentration of votes seems inversely

related to groups' effectiveness. As a group gets larger,

109See footnote No. 90.

110
Medalia, op. cit ., p. 66.

Ill,,
Hare, op. cit ., p. 254.

112^^^V/illiam Evan, "Dimensions of Participation in Volun-
tary Associations," Social Forces . XXXVI (December, 1957),
p. 149.
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centralized behavior is more permissible because socio-

emotional interaction has become relatively less important.

Now that some of the literature relating structural

differences to task organization has been reviewed, a theory

will be presented which is an eclectic summary of this mate-

rial. Group effectiveness here is considered as the progress

a unit makes toward its stated goals. Size refers here to

either the number of members in a unit or the physical area

which it covers. VJhen either variable is increased, the unit

becomes more impersonal. Effective organizations are more

task-oriented; large organizations are more task-oriented,

therefore they are more effective. Both large and effective

organizations will have greater task-role clarity and greater

task-role concentration, but less socio-emotional role clarity

and more decentralization of socio-emotional roles. Following

Adams, moderate correlations are predicted between persons

chosen for task roles and persons chosen for socio-eraotional

roles in effective organizations. In large organizations, how-

ever, the impersonality which characterizes these units will

result in low correlations between the persons chosen for task

and socio-emotional roles. In large or effective organiza-

tions, a greater proportion of those chosen as exceptional on

task roles will be officers. This author interprets the liter-

ature as implying the opposite for socio-emotional roles. This

pattern appears in large units because they have more formal

interaction; in effective organizations, this prediction follows

Scott. Due to the above patterns, the large or effective
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organizations should have high correlations between persons

chosen for the two task roles, and low correlations between

persons chosen for the two socio-eniotional roles.

Hypotheses

I. Structural Clarity

A. Information

1. Effectiveness

a. Task roles—Effective organizations will
have more information about theniselves
(i.e., manifest greater clarity of role
structuring) than ineffective organizations.

b. Socio-emotional roles--Effective organiza-
tions will have less information about them-
selves than ineffective organizations.

2. Size (impersonality)

a. Task roles--The smaller organizations will
have less information about themselves than
the large organizations.

b. Socio-eraotional roles--The smaller organiza-
tions will have more information about them-
selves than the large organizations.

B. Role Choices

1. Effectiveness

a. Task roles--Effective organizations will have
proportionately more choices for task roles
than will ineffective organizations.

b. Socio-emotional roles—Effective organizations
will have lower proportions of their choices
going to socio-emotional roles than ineffec-
tive organizations.

2. Size (impersonality)

a. Task roles--!.arge organizations will have
higher proportions of their choices going to
task roles than small organizations.
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Socio-eraotional roles--Large organizations
will have lower proportions of their
choices going to socio-emotional roles than
will small organizations.

II. Role Correlation

A. Effectiveness

1. Task roles--£ffective organizations will have
higher correlations within the task roles than
ineffective organizations.

2. Socio-emotional roles--Moderately ineffective
organizations will have higher correlations
within the socio-emotional roles than will
effective organizations.

3. Task versus socio-emotional roles—Effective or-
ganizations will have moderate correlations
across these two types of roles.

B. Size (impersonality)

1. Task roles--Large organizations will have higher
correlations within task roles than will smaller
organizations.

2. Socio-emotional roles--Large organizations will
have lower correlations within socio-eraotional
roles than will smaller organizations.

3. Task roles versus socio-emotional roles—Large
organizations will have less agreement (lower
correlations) between these two types of roles
than small organizations.

III. Formal and Informal Structural Consensus

A. Effectiveness

1. Task roles--Effective organizations will have
greater congruence on task roles between the
formal and informal structures than vjill inef-
fective organizations.

2. Socio-emotional roles—Effective organizations
will have a lesser congruence on socio-emotional
roles betvieen the formal and informal structures
than will ineffective organizations.
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B. Size (impersonality)

1. Task roles—Large organizations will have greater
congruence on task roles between the formal and
informal structures than small organizations.

2. Socio-emotional roles—Large organizations will
shoiv lesser congruence on socio-emotional roles
between the formal and informal structures than
will small organizations.

IV. Concentration of Votes

A. JEffectiveness

1. Task roles—In effective organizations, task
role choices will be more concentrated than in

- . ineffective organizations.

2. Socio-emotional roles— In effective organiza-
tions, choices for socio-emotional roles will be
less concentrated than in ineffective organiza-
tions.

B. Size (impersonality)

1. Task roles— In large organizations, task role
choices will be more centralized than in smaller
organizations.

2. Socio-emotional roles— In large organizations,
choices for socio-emotional roles will be less
centralized than in small organizations.



CHAPTER II

A STATEMENT OF METHOD

The methods used in this study will be described in

four main sections: (1) the comparative approach; (2) effi-

ciency and size; (3) the data used; and (4) analysis of data.

The organization and ideas of the first three sections of this

chapter draw heavily from Dakin's work and Slutker's descrip-

tion of it.

The Comparative Approach

The comparative approach attempts detailed study of the

same aspects of two or more units in order, generally, to iden-

tify the crucial ways in which they differ. In the ideal situ-

ation, control of Variables is such that, using the logical

method of difference, the crucial difference as regards a

single variable may be related to a significant difference in

outcome

.

Though in social situations, we cannot achieve direct or

perfect control of all relevant variables, the comparative

method yet has much to recommend it. It is the only method

whereby we may discover relationships which hold in a general

pattern cutting across individual cases.

See especially, Dakin, "Variations ...," pp. 231-34;
Slutker, op. cit ., pp. 18-29.

,40
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In this study, the method has been applied in the

intensive study of the role structuring of four organizational

units, each of which was attempting to. achieve the same goal in

similar environments, but with significantly varying degrees of

success. Each was attempting to achieve formal incorporation

as a watershed organization under identical requirements of

state and federal legislation. All were located in the eastern

part of the same midwestern state within very similar physical

environments and thus had about the same conditions of rainfall,

temperature, and land resources. It must be noted, however,

that the settings for these units did differ in certain re-

spects other than those deliberately controlled (size and effi-

ciency of movement toward the goal of incorporation). First,

two of the territories attempting to organize contained urban

communities while the other two did not. Secondly, two of the

units attempting to organize had experienced perhaps somewhat

more extreme damages from droughts on the one hand and floods

on the other than had occurred generally through the eastern

half of the state within which all were located.

These differences could not be avoided. At the time the

four units were selected for study, only twenty-one such areas

in the entire state had been organized (incorporated) success-

fully. Because size was deemed such a significant variable, it

was necessary to select two large territories and two small,

one of each size having been unusually efficient, one of each

unusually inefficient in proceeding to organize from among the
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ten large and eleven small existing units.

^

Effectiveness and Size

The two variables, effectiveness and size, need to be

clarified through .operational definitions, which will be given

in the order named. To provide an objective measure of effec-

tiveness, an Index of Organizing Efficiency (I£o) was developed

through the following reasoning. To meet the requirements of

state and federal law, all four groups had to go through the

same steps. However, with minor exceptions, the time spent in

achieving these steps was up to the people involved. The me«ui

time taken to organize by the 21 watershed organizations in the

state and the mean number of people to be organized were taken

as standards against which the efficiency of any particular

unit might be measured. These were presented as a ratio which,

when multiplied by a constant, yielded 100 or normal organizing

efficiency for watershed units in the state. Deviations above

this figure represented greater effectiveness and deviations

below it represented lack of effectiveness. The computation

for each organization is given in the following formula:

jc = P (population of watershed) ^__^ -,

° ~ to (time lapse 1st meeting to official organization) °

where Co is a constant, calculated as follows:

_, _ to (mean time lapse to organization)
,r\r\3

p (mean population)

This statement of the comparative approach and its
application in this study was provided the author by Dr. Dakin.

3
Dakin, "Variations ...," pp. 231-32.
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This index is sensitive to the three criteria of organizational

effectiveness proposed by Georgopoulos and Tannenbaum. These

criteria are:

(1) organizational productivity; (2) organizational
flexibility in the form of successful adjustment to
internal organizational changes and successful adapta-
tion to externally induced change; and (3) absence of
intraorganizational strain or tension ...'*

The index satisfied their first criterion because organizing

was a specific short-range group goal representing for each

unit the same tangible unit of production. It was also, inci-

dentally, a legal prerequisite to progress on its long-range

goal. The second of their criteria was met because an unsuc-

cessful adjustment to either internal or external change would

lengthen the organizing time. Their third criterion was met

because internal strain again would lengthen organizing time.

The index also appears to be a reasonable predictor of subse-

quent performance of units. The tv;o units which formed

rapidly in relation to the number of people to be organized

(i.e., the more efficient units) have subsequently been more

successful in progressing toward their long-range goals.

^

Because the units were still in their beginning stages when

the field work was done, progress toward the long-range goal

could not be used as an index of effectiveness. However, the

index chosen apparently circumvented this methodological handi-

cap. Finally, the U.S.D.A. could provide the necessary

4Georgopoulos and Tannenbaum, op. cit ., p. 536.

This vias revealed by a recent status of watersheds
report issued by the U.S.D.A. (mimeographed, 1963).
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information for compiling objective Indexes of Organizing

Efficiency on all watersheds. Specifically, the time taken for

organization was the interval between the first public meeting

and the date the last step necessary to issue a certificate of

incorporation was completed. The population of each area could

be estimated with reasonable accuracy. Thus, the Index of

Organizing Efficiency seems to reflect accurately the group ts

ability to accomplish its short-range goal—that of organizing

a given number of people in the shortest possible time.

The second main variable, size, was defined as the number

of acres included in a single watershed organization. Two

categories were used, "large" and "small." The former was any

organization greater than 5 0,000 acres; the latter was any

organization under thi^ figure.'

The Data Used

So far in this chapter the advantages of the comparative

approach have been presented and the operational meanings of

effectiveness and size have been clarified. Now we turn to

more detailed descriptions of the four areas researched and

their indexes of efficiency.

"Slutker, op. cit ., p. 21.

The 21 areas ranged in size from 4,790 acres to 461,170
acres. The 11 small areas ranged from 4,790 to 37,280 acres,
the ten large areas from 70,972 to 461,170 acres. It is readily
seen that a major gap in size (with probable major sociological
consequences as previously indicated) exists between the
"small" and the "large" areas, so classified. The largest of
the small areas is approximately half the size of the smallest
of the large area*.
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The following descriptions of the watershed areas are

intended to accomplish two ends. First, they give an overall

picture of the settings of the organizations studied. Second,

they illustrate the use of the two main variables, efficiency

and size, as operationally defined.

Area characteristics . --The universe consisted of 21

physical drainage areas in the eastern half of a midwestern

state. These were the units which had received charters until

April, 1959 as part of a state watershied law. These charters

gave them "legal power to act in the planning, construction and

maintenance of water retention and assorted structures and

facilities." The 21 areas excluded two pilot units organized

under different requirements. Pour of the 21 organizations

were chosen for intensive study on the basis of their Indexes

of Organizing Efficiency. Two selected were considerably

above average measured effectiveness for their type (one large,

one small); the other two were considerably less effective

(also one large, one small). The size and effectiveness of

each group are summarized in Table 1.

These areas have been described further as follows:

Area A.—This large area of about 320 square miles had

nearly 95 percent of its people living in a county seat town of

about 4,000 within its boundaries. In this efficient watershed

o
Slutker, op. cit ., p. 25.

9
Ibid ., pp. 22-26.



A Large 220.5 146.6
B Large 29.3 146.6
C Small 1636.4 15.4
D Small 9.8 15.4
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TABLE 1 '

BACKGROUND DATA ON WATERSHED ORGANIZATIONS: SIZES
AND INDICES OF ORGANIZING EFFICIENCY

Mean IEq IEq Rank Order
Area Type IEq for Type* for Type

2/10
9/10
1/11
7/11

Ten small and ten large watersheds; this calculation
excludes the unit designated as "C" above which has an un-
usually high lEo, atypical of small areas.

unit, 4,400 people were organized in 11 months when the

average for large areas was 21.1 months.

Area B.—This area of about 280 square miles was tech-

nically 100 percent rural. However, there were villages of

150, 300, 350, 400, and a town of 2,400 within or immediately

adjacent to its boundaries. This area of 4,800 people was

organized in 36 months, making it the least effective of the

units studied.

Area C.—This area with just under 20 square miles of

open country had 90 percent of its population living in a

community of over 12,000 located within the proposed watershed

boundaries. In this unit, 14,200 people were organized in five

months, much less than the average of 15.6 months for small areas.

For all four areas, total populations included towns
and villages immediately adjacent to as well as those within
the watershed boundaries and the people in the open country
within the area. Open country population was estimated by the
work unit conservationist. Incorporated populations were taken
from County Assessor data as reported by the Kansas State Board
of Agriculture (Dakin, "Project 563 ...," p. 6).
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Area D.—This area of somewhat less than 40 square miles

had a service center of 850 persons a few miles outside the

drainage area. With this exception, the area was 100 percent

rural farm, having no villages or towns located within its

boundaries. The slightly over 200 people living within the

area were organized in 12 months, a shorter time than the aver-

age for small areas. However, its population was only one

eighth the average population of 1,699 for small areas; thus, it

had a low Index of Organizing Efficiency. These character-

istics of the four organizations are summarized in Table 2

below. The size is determined by the acreage within the

boundary

.

TABLE 2

BACKGROUND DATA ON WATERSHED ORGANIZATIONS:
SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS

Area Rural or Urban Size Measured Efficiency

A urban large** efficient
B rural large** less efficient
C urban small* efficient
D rural small* less efficient

25,000 acres or less
**

175,000 acres or more

The sampling within the organizations .--^^Only the sam-

pling taken of members will be considered in this study. All

the officers were interviev^ed; however, their answers were not

Slutker, op. cit ., pp. 28, 29, and 31.
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used. The decision to concentrate on data from members was

made primarily for' statistical reasons. The universe of board

members was relatively small (there was a total of only 37

board member-officers on all four areas). Because data had

been gathered from all officers in the four organizationa,

these units could be treated statistically as a sample of the

21 area universe. On this basis, the number of units inter-

viewed would be too small for the comparisons made in this

study. However, the sampling of members was adequate and rep-

resentative of each organization.

Probability sampling was used in deciding which members

to interview. The members were first divided into "actives"

and petitioners (persons who had "signed up" for the organiza-

tion, but who were inactive). The "actives" were all persons

named by board members as having attended one or more meetings

of the organization or whose names were recorded in the organi-

zational minutes of meetings during the organizing period.

Samples were drawn at random (using the Nth interval)

from the lists of "actives" so compiled at levels required to

obtain adequate numbers of actives for analysis from each

organization. Petitioners (or inactive members) were all those

who had officially signed a legal petition requesting formation

of a watershed organization, but who, so far as we could ascer-

tain, had never attended a meeting of the organization. The

sample of petitioners was taken by sampling the petition docu-

ments, selecting names at the Nth interval. Alternate selec-

tions of members were made for unavailable respondents who were
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on vacation, ill, deceased, moved from the area, or could not be

located. The sample is summarized below in Tables 3, 4, and 5.

TABLE 3

BACKGROUND DATA ON WATERSHED ORGANIZATIONS:
SAMPLES OF PETITIONERS

No. of
Peti- No. of

tioners Peti-
No. of Selected Percent tioners Percent
Peti- for of Peti- Inter- of Peti-

Watershed tioners Sample tioners viewed tioners

A 576 58 10.0 52 9.0
B 300 46 15.0 46 15.0
C 1855 55 3.0 50 2.7
D 103 52 50.0 45 43.7

Total 2834 211 7.4 193 6.8

Source: Jack B . Slutker, Orsanizational Vari ables in
Relat:ion to Efficiency, ur[published iMaster 's

TABLE 4

BACKGROUND DATA ON WATERSHED ORGANIZATIONS:
SAMPLES OF ACTIVES

No. of
No. of Actives No. of
Actives Selected Percent Actives Percent

of for of Inter- of
Watershed Record Sample Actives viewed Actives

A 29 29 100.0 24 82.7
B 40 20 50.0 20 50.0
C 40 20 50.0 20 50.0
D 29 29 100.0 22 75.9

Total 138 98 71.0 86 62.3

Source : Jack
Relat

B. Slutker,
:ion to Eff]

, Or^anizational Variables in
LCiency, unpublished Master's

Thesis, Kansas State University, 1963, p. 31.
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TABLE 5

BACKGROUND DATA ON WATERSHED ORGANIZATIONS:
SUMMARY OP SAMPLES INTERVIEWED

Total
Board Peti- Non-

Watershed Total N Members Actives tioners officers

A 91 15 24 52 76
B 74 8 20 46 66
C 75 5 20 50 70 '

D 76 9 22 45 67

The roles used.— Specific roles selected to reveal

structural differences are the focal point of this study. From

the review of literature, it was concluded that examination of

the two general role areas of task and socio-emotional behavior

would get at significant structural differences and that these

likely would be related to both size and effectiveness. Within

each role area, two specific roles were chosen to check for

homogeneity within the general role area and, if none was ob-

tained, to test for the direction of differences. The four

roles selected were innovating behavior, organizing behavior,

harmonizing behavior, and friendships. The first two mentioned

can be thought of as task behavior, and the last two can be

thought of as socio-eraotional behavior. The first three roles

also were mentioned by Benne and Sheats as part of twelve

classifications of member roles. They regarded the initiator-

contributor (innovator) and coordinator (organizer) functions

as "group task roles"; they regarded harmonizing as one of the
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"group building and maintenance" roles. 12 This classification

lends support to the reasoning used here. The fourth role,

friendship, is a very common one in sociometric studies. It

functions clearly in the socio-eraotional area of providing

psychological and social support for group members. Socio-

metric questions were used to gather data for all four roles.

Part of a larger interview, these were the questions asked each

respondent:

innovators--

Some people of a group have outstanding ability to
think up new and effective ideas to solve problems
which the group faces; they seem to be able to come up
with the right ideas at the right time.

Can you name some outstanding people like this in
the watershed organization?

organizers--

Some people of a group have outstanding ability to
organize people and the work effectively; they seem to
know how to get jobs done efficiently and who to get
to do them.

Can you name any people of the watershed organiza-
tion who are outstanding organizers like this?

harmonizers--

Some people of a group are outstanding for their
friendliness and likeable qualities. At meetings they
visit a lot with others, make other people feel good,
and help to smooth over any trouble which develops
between group members. Can you name some outstanding
people like this who belong to the watershed organi-
zation?

friends-

Who
zation?

Who are your best friends in the watershed organi-

12
Benne and Sheats, op. cit ., pp. 43-44.

13
Taken by permission from the files of Project 563.
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For purposes of visual inspection to provide leads for

statistical study, the members' and directors' responses to

each question were first plotted on sociograms; one per role

was drawn for each of the four organizations, making a total of

16. Members' votes included the responses of both the actives

and the petitioners. These sociogrsims provided the data for

all subsequent statistical analyses.

Analysis of Data

In the preceding section, the author tried to answer

this inquiry: what questions were asked and to whom were they

addressed? The purpose of this section is to tell what was done

with the data so collected. First, the analytical procedure for

holding size and efficiency constant will be described. Second,

the four tests of these two main variables will be clarified.

Analytical procedure .--To study each role systematically,

the following statistical approach was used: (1) differences

in votes associated with effectiveness, size, and section of the

state were compared, and (2) these three comparisons were tested

internally for homogeneity. Specifically, the four organiza-

tions were combined into pairs and analyzed three ways:

(1) the efficient units (A and C) were compared to the less

efficient units (B and D) ; (2) the large units (A and B) were

compared to the small units (C and D); and (3) the northern

units (C and B) were compared to the southern units (A and D)

.

The third comparison, section of the state, had two purposes.

First of all, it seemed desirable for systematic analysis as it
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was the final way in which organizations could be paired. It

was found this remaining comparison involved two pairs of or-

ganizations in close proximity to each other. Therefore, for

convenience in labeling, the combined northern units (B and C)

were compared against the southern combined units (A and D)

.

To insure the validity of the combinations, each of them was

again analyzed for internal homogeneity. For example, within

the effectiveness analysis, the homogeneity of A and C and of

B and D were checked. The homogeneity of the other four com-

binations was determined in a similar manner. If the two types

of organizations making up an analysis proved to be internally

similar, then a significant difference between classifications

was regarded as reliable. If the internal test revealed sig-

nificant differences between units within a type, then that

type was studied for its own pattern, and the main classifica-

tion was regarded , as unreliable. As an example of the approach

to such an internal pattern, suppose organizations A and C of

the effectiveness analysis were significantly different; this

comparison would be labeled "size, efficiency held constant--

efficient organizations." The ideas are summarized in Table 6.

The four main tests . --The second part of this explana-

tion on data analysis specifies the four tests used to reveal

the structural differences in the four watershed organizations.

In general, the analytical procedure just described was used

four times within each test—one for each role. The exceptions

to this approach will be noted.
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TABLE 6

A STATEMENT OF METHOD: GENERAL ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE

Effectiveness Size Section of State
Efficient Inefficient Large Small North South

C(sraaH) D(small). ACeffi- CCeffi- CCsmall, Adarge,
cient cient effi-

cient)
effi-
cient)

+ + + + + +

A( large) B(large) BCineffi- DCineffi- BClarge, DCsmall,
cient cient ineffi-

cient)
ineffi-
cient )

Size, Effectiveness Effectiveness, Size Effectiveness and
Held Constant Held Constant Size, Section of

State Held Constant

Role clarity .--Overall role information. A direct rela-

tionship has been asserted between the extent of role clarity

and the effectiveness of organizations. In this study, degree

of role clarity which prevails in an organization has been

measured by the extent to which knowledge versus ignorance of

role players exists among the members. Overall role informa-

tion was indicated by the ability of a member to name one or

more persons for the specific role being studied. From inspec-

tion of the interviews,' it appeared a few persons not giving a

specific response answered "everybody"; for example, one or two

respondents replied "Everybody's my friend." Such indefinite

answers (as well as no name mentions) were interpreted as

ignorance of the persons performing a role function. On this

basis, persons interviewed were classed as respondents or non-

respondents. The number of persons in each class was placed in
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the appropriate cell of a four-fold chi-square table. For each

role, nine such tables were designed according to the general

analytical procedure described above.

Variation in information about specific roles. The

method used to measure the varying overall or general role

clarity in the four organizations has been described. Next, it

was decided to test for variations in the degree to which the

organizations featured clarity as regards each of the specific

roles. It is theoretically possible, of course, that two or-

ganizations might have similar degrees overall of role clarity,

yet one would feature remarkably high clarity of task roles and

a low clarity of socio-emotional roles while the other featured

the opposite situation. As the literature implies, such a

difference might account for substantial differences in the

functioning of the two organizations. To test for such vari-

ations in clarity by type of role, analyses were made on:

(1) the number of votes cast for each of three roles; and, (2)

the difference in votes cast between roles.

To see if one role had greater clarity than another, the

number of votes cast for three of the four roles was compared

against each other. Specifically, total choices for innovators,

organizers, and harraonizers were placed in three respective

cells of a three-by-two chi-square table. Types of groups and

specific organizations were then compared in the manner de-

scribed in the part on analytical procedure. It was assumed

those roles with greatest differentiation in the members' minds

would receive a greater number of choices; those role functions
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less clear would receive significantly fewer choices. The

friendship role was not part of this comparison because the

wording of the question excluded it as a leadership function.

The second analysis made use of the same three roles.

However, this time the absolute difference between each of the

three possible pairs of roles was analyzed. The subtractions

of the choices for organizer minus innovator, harmonizer minus

innovator, and organizer minus harmonizer were entered in their

three respective cells of a three-by-two chi-square table and

compared according to the analytical procedure. The friendship

role was not included in this analysis for the same reason that

it was excluded from the first analysis.

Role interrelationships or congruity .--At issue here are

the following questions: Are the same persons chosen for all

four roles? If not, what roles are alike and what roles are

different? Specifically, we need to appraise the extent to

which the organizations feature role coincidence (multi-func-

tional leadership) on one hand and role discreteness (uni-

functional leadership) on the other and with what relations to

size or effectiveness. To answer the questions, a Spearman rank

order comparison was performed on role pairs. After the rank

of each person within each of the four roles was assigned, the

six possible pairs of roles were compared. This procedure was

followed for each of the four groups giving a total of 24 cor-

relations. Because these comparisons were not between different

groups, the general analytical procedure obviously was not used

here.
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The analysis of the differences between the organiza-

tions as respects role coincidence was carried out by means of

the t^-test. Within one role correlation (for example, innova-

tors versus organizers), four comparisons were made: units A

versus B, A versus C, B versus D, and C versus D. This pro-

cedure was followed on each of the six possible role pairs,

again resulting in 24 values. Like the last analysis, this

approach does not follow the general analytical procedure.

To show how this second test of role correlations is

related to the proposed hypotheses, specific predictions of the

results will be made. The correlations between innovating and

organizing roles should be high in the effective groups A and C

but low between harmonizing and friendship roles if the classi-

fication of the first two roles as task behavior and the last

two roles as socio-emotional behavior is valid. Thus, using

the two task role correlations just named, comparison of A and

C ought to yield a non-significant ^-value because both corre-

lations should be similar. Likewise, the t^-value comparing the

two correlations between innovators versus friends, and organ-

izers versus harmonizers ought to be non-significant because

both of these would be moderate. However, a comparison of the

innovator versus organizer correlations between units A and B

should be significant because the former figure would be highly

positive and the latter figure would be low. The correlations

between the task roles and the socio-emotional roles ought to

be different in the effective organization, C, than in either of

the . ineffective organizations, B and D. For example, a
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significant t^-value would be expected when the innovator-

friendship correlations of organizations B and C are compared

because unit B would have a lower or higher correlation, and

unit C would have a moderate correlation. Likewise, a signif-

icant _t-value would be anticipated when the same role correla-

tions of units C and D are compared because the latter organ-

ization would have a low or high correlation and the former

organization would have a moderate correlation.

Informal versus formal structure.—The predictable pres-

ence of an informal structure in a formal organization raises

several questions for this study. Is the informal structure

different from unit to unit? If so, is this difference asso-

ciated with size or effectiveness? It is the purpose of this

general test to answer these questions. For each of the four

roles, the member choices directed to all officers and their

choices for all non-officers were totaled separately. Each of

these totals was placed in its respective cell of a fourfold

chi-square table and the general analytical procedure was run

four times, one time for each role.

Concentration of votes.—None of the general tests so

far described has been concerned with Moreno's sociodynamic

law. It is the purpose of this general test to see if this

effect did occur in this study. Two types of statistical anal-

yses were used, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and the t-test.

They will be described in the order named.

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. To adapt the data to the

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, the following steps were taken. First,
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it was decided to place each person named into categories

according to the number of choices he received for that role.

Specifically, these classifications were chosen: persons re-

ceiving one vote each, those receiving two-to-four votes each,

five-to-nine votes each, ten-to-14 votes, and persons receiving

15 or more votes each. The final figure in each classification

represents the number of persons receiving the stated range of

votes. Second, the cumulative percentage was figured with 100

percent being the number of persons chosen for that role.

Third, the six possible pairs of organizations were compared.

This approach was followed for each of four roles giving again

24 values. Obviously, the general analytical procedure (which

results in 36 values) was not used for this analysis. The

classifications in the Kolmogorov-Srairnov test were chosen by

the following reasoning. Categories based on percent of votes

for a particular role were rejected in favor of categories

based on absolute votes. The latter seemed more meaningful due

to the wide variation in the number of votes in the four organi-

zations. For example, five votes in one group would be the

same percent of the total votes as 15 votes in another group

within the same role. Once absolute votes were chosen for

purposes of the analyses, the actual categories were chosen by

inspection. It was found most of the top sociometric leaders

could be included in a classification of 15 or more votes. The

other ranges were chosen in units of five votes with the excep-

tion of those receiving only one vote each. Here, it was felt

one vote could not possibly be interpreted as consensus, but.
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in the case of the three leadership roles, would provide infor-

mation on lack of role clarity. For this reason, single choices

were assigned their own category. In general, it was felt this

series included categories sufficiently fine to be discrimina-

tory of significant differences in role concentration, but not

so fine as to be unduly influenced by the voting of one or two

members.

This test, using the Scune procedure and classifications,

was performed a second time with all four roles combined. For

example, the number of persons receiving only one vote was

totaled for all four roles for organization A. Similar pro-

cedures were followed in arriving at the numbers in the other

classifications for unit A and for the other three units. Then

the test was performed as described above.

The ^-test . The t^-test was felt to measure concentra-

tion of votes. To arrive at this interpretation, the following

rationale was used. If five persons received two votes each,

the mean number of votes would be two; if the same ten votes

were all given to one person, the mean number of votes would be

ten if those not receiving any votes Were not included in the

average. Thus, a higher mean in this case would indicate

greater centralization of choices. As a result, the number of

persons chosen for a role was chosen as the N and the number of

votes each person received was regarded as a single X value.

Two sets of t^-tests were performed, one on the choices for all

persons and one on the choices for just the officers. Within

each set of tests, all six possible pair combinations of
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organizations were compared and all four roles were analyzed,

giving again 24 t-values for each set of tests. The general

analytical procedure was not used of course in the t^-tests.



CHAPTER III

RESULTS

The sequence of Chapter II used to .present the four

general tests will be followed here to describe the results.

The order of analysis within each test also will be the same.

These findings will be summarized only in relation to the

hypotheses presented in Chapter I. The support or contradic-

tion of these hypotheses will not be stated until Chapter IV.

The explEinations of the existent regularities also will be

given in the next chapter. The patterns will be summarized

here in the following sequence: (1) role clarity, (2) role

correlations, (3) informal versus formal structure, and (4)

concentration of votes.

Role Clarity

Information . --The data and statistical conclusions

concerning voters and non-voters as a test of role clarity are

given in Tables 7, 8, and 9. These tables deal with clarity as

related to effectiveness, size, and section of the state, re-

spectively. Each table also contains the respective tests for

internal homogeneity described in the general analytical pro-

cedure. The main variables will be described first.

62
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Effectiveness. The first part of Table 7 shows the

combined efficient organizations compared with the combined

inefficient organizations. None of the four roles analyzed

this way were significantly different. However, when size was

held constant, significant results were obtained as the second

part of Table 8 shows. Specifically, when the small units, C

and D, were compared, the inefficient unit D had proportionately

more voters on all roles but friendship where there was no

significant difference. When the two large units, A and B, were

compared, the efficient organization, A, had proportionately

more voters than the inefficient organization, B, in the task

roles. However, there were no significant differences in the

large units in the socio-emotional roles.

Size. When the organizations were combined into the two

respective size categories (large and small) , significant dif-

ferences were found as regards role clarity on innovation and

friendship. Both roles were perceived with significantly

greater clarity in the large organizations. The difference as

respects innovation was, however, not meaningful. The second

part of the table shows that both the large and small classifi-

cations lack internal homogeneity on innovation. In the case of

friendships, however, both classes are internally homogeneous.

Therefore, the difference between categories seems to be valid

with significantly more pervasive friendship role clarity in

the large than in the small organizations.

When effectiveness was held constant, as was done in

Table' 7, significant differences at extremely conservative
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levels of inference appeared in the efficient organizations.

In all four roles, the large unit. A, had significantly

greater proportions of voters than the small unit, C. Within

the efficient units, three of the four roles— innovating,

harmonizing, and friendship--had no significant differences in .

the proportions of voters. In the organizing role, however,

significant results were found within the inefficient units

at the .10 level of confidence. Specifically, a greater pro-

portion of voters was found in the small unit than in the

large unit.

Section of the state. As was mentioned in Chapter II,

this heading was designed to test any possible effects due to

differences in setting. Results are shown in Table 9. VJhen

the northern organizations were compared with the southern

organizations, significant differences appeared in all except

friendship, with the southern organizations appearing to have

a consistently higher degree of role clarity. However, these

apparent differences were partially negated by lack of internal

homogeneity of the northern organizations on innovation and,

possibly, of the two southern units on organizing. The role

with regard to which differences were convincingly patterned

was that of harmonizing. The northern and the southern organi-

zations featured internal homogeneity and were significantly

different at the .05 level. In the harmonizing role, the com-

bined southern units may be said to have significantly more

role clarity than the combined northern units. With regard to

innovation and organization, apparent sectional differences
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were somewhat clouded by the lack of innovating role clarity in

unit C as compared with unit B, and the organizing role in unit

D as compared with A.

Two additional tests of role clarity have been applied:

(1) the absolute choices given to three roles: organizers,

innovators, and harmonizers; and (2) the absolute differences

between the three roles just mentioned. The findings are pre-

sented in Tables 10 and 11.

Absolute choices given to organizers, innovators, and

harmonizers . "Table 10 reveals no signifidant differences in

the distributions of voting for innovating, organizing, and

harmonizing in relation to effectiveness, size, or section of

the state. Likewise, none of the internal tests revealed JUiy

significant differences. In short, the organizations were

relatively similar as regards distribution of the role clarity

among the three roles analyzed. Moreover, in all units, any

way they were classified, the organizing and harmonizing roles

were consistently perceived at a higher level of clarity than

the innovating role. This will be apparent in the discussion

of the next test.

Differences among three roles .—These findings are

presented in Table 11. '

. ,

Efficiency., No statement can be made about the indicated

differences in the combined efficient organizations because of

the significant differences found in the internal tests. How-

ever, when size was held constant and effectiveness was ana-

lyzed, significant differences appeared. Within both the large
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and small units, there were larger proportionate differences

in votes between the organization and innovating roles in the

efficient organizations. Likewise, the effective organizations

had a greater proportionate difference in votes between the

innovating and harmonizing votes. In both of these sets of

differences, the efficient units had a smaller proportion of

votes cast for innovating behavior than for either orgjinizing

or harmonizing behavior. The difference between the organizing

and the harmonizing role was proportionately less in the effec-

tive organizations than in the ineffective orgsinizations. Thus,

it would appear there was more role clarity regarding organizing

and harmonizing behavior in the effective units than in the

ineffective units.

Size. As in the case of the combined efficient organi-

zations, no statement can be made regarding the indicated dif-

ference of the combined large units because of the significant

internal differences. When effectiveness was held constant,

then differences by size did appear. Specifically, the large

organizations had a proportionately greater vote difference

between the organizing and the innovating roles and between the

innovating and harmonizing roles, but a proportionately smaller

difference between the organizing and harmonizing roles. Be-

cause the innovating role received proportionately fewer votes

in units A and B, it would appear the harmonizing and organizing

behavior had greater role clarity in the large organizations.

Section of state. When the organizations were combined

by section of the state, no significant difference was found.
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When setting of state was held constant, the patterns described

for effectiveness and size above were contradicted in the

northern units and reinforced in the southern units. Specifi-

cally, in the northern units, organization C was efficient and

small, and organization B was inefficient and large. In the

southern organizations, A is efficient and large and D is inef-

ficient and small. As expected, the northern units were not

significantly different, but the southern units were, with the

harmonizing and organizing roles being clearer than the inno-

vating role in unit A,,

Role Correlations

Spearman rank order correlations . --The results of the

Spearman rank order analysis are shown in Table 12. The signif-

icant results, overall, seem to be these: first, the correla-

tions reveal there was considerable role crossover when consid-

ering all possible combinations. More seemed to occur between

organizing-harmonizing than between innovating-friendship.

Second, the four organizations appeared to feature three dis-

tinct patterns of leadership: organizations A and D featured

the multi-functional pattern with individuals substantially

crossing over roles; unit C featured a uni-functional or

specialized role pattern; unit B mixed the two types. Third,

the southern organizations showed substantial role correlations

generally on all combinations of roles; in the northern organi-

zations, the large, inefficient one showed correlated organiz-

ing-friendship roles, but no or low correlations otherwise; the

northern small, efficient unit showed no or low correlations
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for all roles. Fourth, with regard to theoretically congruent

roles (innovating-organizing and harmonizing-friendship) , the

southern organizations featured substantial correlations, the

northern organizations little or no correlation. With regard

to the mixing of role types, the pattern was generally the same.

Fifth and finally, the correlations between the organizing and

friendship roles were low in the small units and substantial in

the large units. To sum up, the most significant result to this

writer was the rather impressive patterning of the correlations

within organizations. There appeared to be generally either

low correlations throughout or substantial correlations through-

out. This would indicate organizations tended toward either

the specialized or the multi-functional leadership patterns.

TABLE 12

ROLE CORRBLATIONS: SPEARMAN RANK ORDER, BETWEEN ROLES

Role Comparisons
Area

D

Innovators-Organizers .169
Harmonizers-Priends .333*
Innovators-Harraonizers .245*
Innovators-Friends .033
Organizers-Harmonizers .258*
Organizers-Friends .306*

.542** .482** .376*

.632** .606** .355* ,

.548** .749*** .012

.375* .515** .146

.686** .549** .440**

.642** .289* .551**

*low correlation (.2 to .4)

**substantial correlation (.4 to ,7)

***high correlation (.7 and over)

t-Tests »—The t^-tests of the differences in the correla-

tion of Table 12 are summarized in Table 13. The columns will

be described from left to right. At the ,10 level of confidence,
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the correlations of organizing with both harmonizing and friends

was significantly higher in A, the larger of the two efficient

units. In the two inefficient organizations, there were sig-

nificantly higher correlations in the smaller unit, D, when

innovating was compared with the two socio-emotional roles.

Holding size constant, the innovating-harmonizing correlation

and the innovating-friends correlation were higher in the inef-

ficient small organization at the .10 level. Also within the

small units, the correlation for the organizing with friendship

roles was significantly alike at the .90 level. In the large

units, the efficient organization, A, had a significantly

higher correlation in the innovator-harmonizer comparison.

TABLE 13

. ROLE fcORRELATIONS: t-TESTS OP THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
THE SPEARMAN RANK ORDER CORRELATIONS

IN TABLE 12

Role Comparisons

Area
Effi- Ineffi-
cient cient Small Large
A-C B-D C-D A-B

1.33 0.42 0.97 0.81
1.44 0.92 0,86 1,61
1.09 2.88** 1.80* 2.40**
1.33 1.83* 1.86* 1.14
1.76* 0.44 0,97 1.28

Innovators-Organizers
Harmonize rs -Friends
Innovators-Harmonizers
Innovators -Friends
Organize rs-Harmonizers
Organizer 3 -Friends 1.76* 1.28 0.07*** 0.61

*t > 1.64 (p < .lO.oOdf)
**t > 1.96 (p < .05,oOdf)

***t <0.13 (p > .90,eOdf)
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Formal and Informal Structures

Effectiveness .—Table 14 reveals significant differences

in the proportions of choices to officers and non-officers when

the combined efficient units were compared with the combined

inefficient units. No statement can be made about these re-

sults, which appear in all four roles, because the internal

tests of each role revealed at least one significant difference.

In Table 15, effectiveness is analyzed, holding size constant.

Within the large organizations, the efficient unit. A, had a

significantly greater proportion of officers chosen for all

four roles. No significant differences were found within the

small units.

Size . --When the combined large organizations were com-

pared with the combined small organizations, significant differ-

ences appeared in the organizing and harmonizing roles as Table

15 shows. These cannot be interpreted as meaning the large

units featured significantly greater confidence in the officers

than the small, however, because of significant differences

which appeared in the internal tests of each; these have been

described under "effectiveness" immediately above. In Table 14,

effectiveness was held constant; in this situation the large,

efficient unit. A, had significantly greater proportions of

votes for officers than the small efficient unit, C, in all

four roles. Within the inefficient organizations, the large '

unit had a significantly greater proportion of votes for

officers only in the organizing role at the .10 level.
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Section of state . --These findings are given in Table 16.

When the combined northern units, B and C, were compared with

the combined southern units, A and D, the latter have a signif-

icantly greater proportion of officers chosen in the innovating

role. When this role was internally tested, no significant

differences were found. In the organizing role, the comparison

of the combined northern and combined southern organizations

produced no significant differences. In the internal test of

this role, no significant difference was found when the two

northern units, B and C, are compared. However, within the

southern organizations, the large, efficient unit. A, had a

significantly greater proportion of officers chosen than the

small, inefficient unit, D. The internal test of the harmoniz-

ing role resulted in the same pattern just described for the

organizing role. Because one of the internal tests of the

harmonizing role was significant, no conclusions may be inferred

from the indicated difference in the officers chosen between

the combined northern organizations and the combined southern

organizations. Likewise, no statement may be made about the

significant difference in the same combination in the friend-

ship role due to the significant internal differences. At the

.90 level of confidence, the northern organizations, B and C,

had similar proportions of officers chosen as friends. However,

within the southern units, the large, efficient organization,

A, had proportionately more officers chosen for the same role

than the small, inefficient organization, D.
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Concentration of Votes

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test .—Comparison by role. With one

exception, none of these comparisons by role was significantly

different, as is shown in Table 17. The exception appears when

contrasting the two large organizations, A and B, in the har-

monizing role. At the .10 level of confidence, the efficient

unit. A, had more concentration of votes than the inefficient

unit, B.

Total vote comparison. None of these comparisons was

significant as Table 18 shows. Therefore, there does not seem

to be more overall concentration of votes in any unit when

compared with any other unit using this measure.

t -Tests .—Two sets of analyses were run, one on the mean

choices for all people chosen within a role and one to only the

directors chosen within a role. The results are summarized in

the order named and are presented in Tables 19 and 20, respec-

tively.

Within the votes for all people chosen for the innovat-

ing role, the significant results were found in the test of

effectiveness. In the two efficient organizations, the means

were significantly alike; in the two inefficient organizations,

the mean of the small unit, D, was significantly greater than

the mean of the large unit, B. This statement about the differ-

ence is permissible because the number of voters was not signif-

icantly different. Within votes for organizing, no significant

differences were found, but the means of the two northern

organizations, B and C, were significantly alike at the .90 level



TABLE 17

CONCENTRATION OP VOTES: KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV.TEST

,

COMPARISON BY ROLE
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rMaximuiB : Persons Receiving
:Differ- • rj 2- 5- 10-

; : ence
: (%)

: max : 1 4 9
Votes

14 15+ :Total
: .05 : .10 :Votes

Innovators
Efficient A : 16 5 2 1 2 : 26

C : .059 : .526 .472 : 5 2 1 _ 1 : 9
Inefficient D : 5 3 1 3 2 : 14

B : .357 : .461 .414 : 16 3 4 - _ : 23
Large A : 16 5 2 1 2 : 26

B : .115 : .389 .349 : 16 3 4 - _ : 23
Small C : 5 2 1 _ 1 : 9

D .246 : .582 .522 5 3 1 3 2 : 14
North C : 5 2 1 _ 1 : 9

B • .140 : .536 .481 16 3 4 _ _ : 23
South A • 16 5 2 1 2 : 26

D : .258 : .452 .405 5 3 1 3 2 : 14

Organizers
Efficient A 10 6 5 _ 3 : 24

C .121 : .469 .421 7 2 3 . 1 : 13
Inefficient D 5 2 1 2 2 : 12

B .215 .513 .460 9 3 3 2 _
: 17

Large A 10 6 5 . 3 24
B .125 .430 .386 9 3 3 2 - 17

Small C 7 2 3 _ 1 13
D .256 .5.44 .488 5 2 1 2 2 12

North C 7 2 3 _ 1 13
B .077 .502 .450- 9 3 3 2 _ 17

South A 10 6 5 . 3 24
D- .208 .481 .432 5 2 1 2 2 12

Harmonizers
Efficient A. 9 4 8 1 2 • 24

C: .208 .481 .432i 7 2 2 _ 1 12
Inefficient D: 5 3 1 1 3 13

B: .302 .469 .42li 14 8 _ 1 1 24
Large A: 9 4 8 1 2 : 24

B: .375* : .392 .35li 14 8 - 1 1 : 24
Small C: 7 2 2 « 1 : 12

D: .225 : .544 .488? 5 3 1 1 3 : 13
North C: 7 2 2 _ 1 : 12

B: .167 : .481 .432! 14 8 - 1 1 : 24
South A: 9 4 8 1 2 : 24

D: .183 : .469 .421

1

5 3 1 1 3 : 13
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TABLE 17 (concl,)

Maximum Persons Receiving
Differ-

D
ma}

2- 5- 10-
ence
(%)

c 1 4 9 14
Votes

15+ •Total
.05 : .10 Votes

Friends
Efficient A 22 6 9 2 _ 39

C • 150 .367 .329 15 2 1 3 - 21
Inefficient D 18 4 6 2 1 31

B .133 .336 .301 25 2 7 1 _ 35
Large A 22 6 9 2 _ 39

B .150 .316 .283 25 2 7 1 - 35
Small C 15 2 1 3 _ 21

D .133 .385 .345 18 4 6 2 1 31
North C 15 2 1 3 _ 21

B .114 .375 .337 25 2 7 1 _ 35
South A 22 6 9 2 _ 39

D .046 .328 .294 18 4 6 2 1 31

p < .10

TABLE 18

CONCENTRATION OF VOTES: KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST,
TOTAL VOTE COMPARISON

: Maximum : Persons Receiving
: Differ-

: max
2- 5- 10-

ence
: (%)

1 4 9 14
Votes

15+ •Total
: .10 Votes

Efficient C 34 8 7 3 3 55
A : .114 .200 57 21 24 4 7 113

Inefficient D 33 12 9 8 8 70
B .178 .189 64 16 14 4 1 99

Large A 57 21 24 4 7 113
B .142 .168 64 16 14 4 1 99

Small C 34 8 7 3 3 55
D .147 .218 33 12 9 8 8 70

North C 34 8 7 3 3 55
B .058 .204 64 16 14 4 1 99

South A 57 21 24 4 7 113
D .132 .181 33 12 9 8 8 70
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of confidence. In the harmonizing role, the mean of the

inefficient, small organization, D, was larger than the mean of

the large inefficient unit, B, at the .10 level of confidence.

Again this difference was meaningful due to the number of voters

which was not significantly different. No other significant

differences were found in the votes for this role. Likewise,

the votes for friendship had only one significant result. Here,

the means of the southern organizations, A and D, were alike at

the .90 level of confidence.

There were no means significantly different in the

choices for directors. Several means, however, were signifi-

cantly alike at the .90 level of confidence. Specifically, in

the size variable, the means of the two small units, C and D,

were alike in the innovating, organizing, and harmonizing roles.

Also, the two large units, A and B, were alike in the innovating

role. In the effectiveness variable, the only significant

result was in the internal test of the two efficient organiza-

tions, A and C, in the harmonizing role; these were similar.

Testing organizations by section of state, only one significant

result appeared. Within the southern units, A and D, only the

two harmonizing means were alike; in the northern units, B and

C, none of the four pairs was significantly alike.



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS •'

This chapter contains three main sections: (1) a dis-

cussion of results in relation to the hypotheses, (2) a discus-

sion of the theoretical implications of the findings, and (3)

specific recommendations for organizations of the types studied.

The first section will include not only the support or rejection

of the hypotheses by the data; but, in addition, an attempt to

explain the results. The second section represents a shift

from micro-analysis to macro-analysis; it reviews the original

theory in light of the results, and forms an overall view of the

explanations. Finally, the third section states some specific

guidelines which appear to be associated with task accomplish-

ment in watershed organizations.

The Results in Relation to the Hypotheses

This section has been organized in the same pattern as

Chapter III; the general tests and the internal analyses within

each test are presented in a similar order. Within each of the

analyses, the results are given and discussed in the same

sequence as the hypotheses in Chapter I.

Structural Clarity.—Information .—Rffprt." w^,.^.., (main

tests, Table 7; size held constant, Table 8). It was predicted

86
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that members of more efficient organizations would have more

information on the task roles and less on the socio-emotional

roles than those of less efficient organizations. When the

four organizations were paired by efficiency, no significant

differences were found. Vlhen size of area was held constant,

signifiCEint differences in role clarity were obtained. In the

innovating role, proportionately more voters were found in the

efficient organization A of the large organizations and the

inefficient, D, of the small organizations. These seemingly

contradictory results may be explained in terms of the popula-

tion of the organizations. It was hypothesized members of the

large organizations would have less information about them-

selves than members of the small ones due to the lower level of

participation by members of the former organizations. Although

in terms of size of physical area, organizations C and D were

similar, C had by far the largest population and D had by far

the smallest population of the four organizations. Thus, in the

small organizations, size and impersonality have not been held

constant in a crucial respect. The populations were so unequal

that this factor seems to have more than negated the expected

effect due to efficiency and instead supported the hypothesis

relating to size. That is, C apparently was so large and

impersonal that its members had less information about the

the innovating role than members of the smaller but less effi-

cient organization D. The two large organizations, A and B,

were of similar size both as respects territory and population.

It appears that when organizations are similar with respect to
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the crucial size variables, as A and B were by both size

measures, the predicted result emerged: members of efficient

organization A did seem to have more information about them-

selves concerning innovating behavior.

In the organizing role, the same results were found

although the difference was significant only at the .10 level

in the small units C and D. The same reasoning seems appli-

cable to the organizing role as to innovating behavior.

In the harmonizing role, only the small organizations,

C and D, had a significant difference in proportion of voters.

The efficient organization C had a significantly lower propor-

tion of persons voting than did the less efficient D. This

result was predicted by the theory. The efficient unit, it was

held, would manifest less socio-emotional behavior and focus

more of its attention on task behavior. Comparing the large

units, which have similar populations and physical areas, we

find that the members of the efficient organization A did not

have significantly less information about the harmonizing role

thsin members of B. The following reasoning may be plausible in

accounting for this unanticipated result. Innovating and

organizing behavior may be more tangible, and easily identified

and also more a matter of organizational consensus than socio-

emotional behavior. If socio-emotional behavior is indeed,

largely a matter of personal preference as some authors have

argued, we would not expect significant variations in relation

to degree of organizational effectiveness. This reasoning was

implied in Chapter II when it was mentioned that Benne and
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Sheets had placed harmonizing in the "group maintenance"

category but had put innovating and organizing in the "task

role" category.

In the friendship role, no significant differences were

found in the internal tests of the large or small organizations.

Although this result was not specifically predicted by the

hypothesis, the findings were not unexpected. The sociometric

question asked "who are your best friends in the organization?"

This inquiry is not a leadership question because it is not

directed at the whole group, but rather at each person's own

preferences. Therefore, organizational effectiveness and

proportion of people voting for friends should not be related.

Perhaps the decisive test would be differences in degrees of

consensus on friendship with a diffuse pattern contributing to

organizational effectiveness. This reasoning is merely an

extension of the ideas relating harmonizing and socio-eraotional

response which were presented above. Such a test was not made.

To summarize: no differences were found in any of the

four roles when the two more effective organizations were com-

pared to the two less effective. However, when size was held

constant, several differences were found. In the small organi-

zations, large differences in size of membership were thought

to account for the lower proportion of voters in C for the

innovating, organizing, and harmonizing roles. In the large

organizations, the larger proportion of voters in A in the

organizing and innovating roles was related to efficiency.

Personal choice was felt to account for the lack of voter
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differences in the large organizations in the harmonizing role

and in both the large and small units on the friendship role.

Size (main tests, Table 8; effectiveness held constant,

Table 7). When the four organizations were combined by the

size of their physical area, two significant results appeared

relating to the innovating and the friendship roles. The

significant difference in voting on the innovating role has no

clear meaning due to the lack of internal homogeneity of the

large and small classes. However, the difference with regard

to the friendship role should be important because, it will be

recalled, the internal tests of friendship revealed no signifi-

,

cant differences in units within the sub classes. At the .10

level of probability, we may assert that a higher proportion of

members perceived friends in the large organizations than in

the small. This is contrary to the predicted result. The

author has no completely satisfactory explanation for this

unexpected finding. But one could reason that members of large

and more impersonal organizations make more of an effort to

develop friendships in order to satisfy the emotional need for

support which would be otherwise lacking in the impersonal

setting of the larger group. If, however, we adopt this line

of reasoning for the higher level of friendships developed in

units A and B, we are at a loss to explain the lower degree of

friendship in the small efficient organization C, which was, in

terms of numbers, the largest and seemingly most impersonal of

all units. In the case of the large organizations, the imper-

sonality was due to distance rather than numbers of people as
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such; perhaps the members did not anticipate the impersonal

relations they encountered in these organizations and made up

the deficit they felt by specifically developing new friend-

ships or continuing the ones they had with their neighbors.

In the internal tests (Table 7), the efficient organiza-

tions showed significant differences by size in all four roles.

In each case, the larger. A, had significantly higher propor-

tions of voting than the smaller, C. The inadequacy of classi-

fication on the basis of size of the physical area alone is

again indicated. That is, the decisive variable seems to be

numbers of persons and the resulting impersonality of the

organization; organization C, due to its large numbers, was

more impersonal than A. The more impersonal organization had

members with less information about the three leadership roles

due to their lower level of participation and personal involve-

ment. In the test of friendship choices, the lower proportion

of voters in orgsmization C would again seem related to its

size and consequent high degree of impersonality and perhaps to

the low socio-emotional expectations of its members. The lower

proportion of voters in this role may also indicate their lack

of information. All petitioners in the community of over 12,000

were considered members (some 1855 persons); the respondents who

did not answer this question in all probability did not sustain

close relations with many of these and, having little contact

with the organization, did not know who they were.

In the internal tests of the inefficient organizations,

results were significant only on the organizing role. That is,
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group D, which had both a smaller area and population than

group B, also featured a higher proportion of voters- This

result was unpredicted. It indicates that size may be a more

decisive variable than efficiency of role performance in

determining role visibility. The lack of difference in the

innovating role may indicate that organizing and not innovating

is the main group problem. It may also result simply from the

fact that the two areas (D and B) were characterized by a

similar degree of impersonality (low) resulting from the basic

rurality of both. In the harmonizing and friendship roles, no

significant differences were found and this result was un-

expected. The more personal aspect of the socio-emotional

roles is indicated. '

Section of 'the State (Table 9). Significant differences

were found in the innovating, organizing, and harmonizing roles,

when the organizations were classified by location as "north"

and "south." When, however, internal tests for homogeneity

were applied, the only clear difference between the northern

and southern units was on harmonizing. In this role, the

southern units D and A featured significantly greater role

clarity than the northern units C and B. This finding supports

the notion that socio-emotional role play is not closely related

to efficiency. The results do seem to be partially explicable

according to size. Unit D is clearly the smallest and least

impersonal of all units. Moreover, A and B did not differ

significantly, thus the sectional difference is attributable to

D as compared to C. Thus, in the combined units the harmonizing
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role seems to be affected most by impersonality as was pre-

dicted.

In the internal test for the innovating role, a signif-

icantly greater proportion of voters was found in organization

B of the northern organizations, but no significant differences

appeared in the southern organizations. Apparently the greater

impersonality of unit C more than offset the large physical area

and lack of efficiency of unit B. In the southern organiza-

tions, the larger physical area and greater population of A

seems to be at least partially offset by its greater efficiency.

This finding would support the idea that there was less differ-

ence in impersonality between units A and D than between units

B and C. The significant difference pointed out between organi-

zations C and B in the innovating role would support this inter-

pretation. Here again the effect of impersonality appears in

the predicted direction; efficiency seems also to work in the

predicted direction, but not in the face of great differences in

impersonality.

In the internal test of the organizing role, the northern

organizations were significantly alike and the southern organi-

zations were significantly different at the .10 level. Specif-

ically, in the southern organizations, A had a higher proportion

of voters than D in spite of its larger size. It appears to

this author that differences in efficiency of the two organiza-

tions explain this predicted result. The importance of the

organizing role in relation to efficiency is indicated. We may

speculate that organization C was significantly like B because
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its greater efficiency (which should have produced a higher

degree of role clarity) was offset by its greater impersonality

(which lowered role clarity). Organization A, would seem to

have more role clarity due to its greater efficiency (which

requires a high degree of effective performance of task roles)

despite its size and somewhat higher degree of impersonality.

One significant difference is found in the friendship

role; a higher proportion of persons cast votes for friendship

in organization B of the northern units. No differences were

found in the southern units. From the discussion of the per-

sonal nature of the friendship role in Chapter I, it may be

deduced that efficiency will have little relationship to amount

of friendship choice in a unit. Thus, the difference between B

and C requires explanation. The differences in impersonality

between these units might explain the result: an Organization

in the depersonalized setting of a relatively large city of

over 12,000 (unit C) might not have the same sociability function

in the minds of members as in an area of smaller population

(unit B). Thus members of B would expect to find and sustain

socio-emotional relations at a higher level than would members

of organization C.

Role Clarity.—Absolute choices (Table 10). First, an

analysis was made of the distribution of role choices to see if

there were significant differences in the relative frequency

with which choices were made for the organizing, innovating, and

harmonizing roles in the more efficient as compared with the

less efficient units and in the larger as compared with the
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smaller units. No significant differences were found. Instead,

the organizations were strikingly similar in the patterns of

frequency with which choices were given on the three roles how-

ever the units were classified. That is, the effective were

similar to the ineffective, the large to the small, and the

northern to the southern. The most striking result was the

relatively high levels at which persons were named for the or-

ganizing and harmonizing roles and the relatively low level of

choices for' the innovating role. In other words, the innovat-

ing role was not as clearly perceived as the other two.

Absolute differences (Table 11). In the second analysis

of role clarity, absolute differences were tested between the

numbers of choices given to the innovating, harmonizing, and

organizing roles. It was predicted that, in the large and in

the efficient organizations the differences between the inno-

vating and organizing votes would be small and the differences

between the innovating and harmonizing votes would be large.

Put another way, the differences between the two task roles

would be small, but the differences between a task role and a

socio-emotional role would be large.

Though Table 11 indicates significant differences between

efficient and inefficient units and between large and small

units (main tests), these effects involve significant internal

variations, and have been assessed as lacking clear meaning.

Thus, significant results, if any, must be sought in the internal

comparisons. These will be discussed in the following order:

(1) size, holding efficiency constant; (2) efficiency, holding
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size constant; and (3) holding section of state constant.

The efficient organizations, both large and small,

showed a relatively smaller proportion of choices for innovat-

ing than for either organizing or harmonizing behavior. The

results were obviously unexpected. The smaller proportion for

the innovating role of the two task roles in the effective

organizations (as shown by the larger difference in the organiz-

ing versus innovating comparison) does not support the role

classifications used here or the classification used by Benne

and Sheats. However, it does support a direct relation between

role clarity and effectiveness. Since the organizing role

received more votes, this behavior was apparently more visible

in the effective organizations than the innovating role. It is

not surprising that organizing and not innovating was viewed as

the main problem--especially in the more effective watershed

organizations— at the time of the study. This may be very

significant. The primary task at the time was, in fact, or-

ganizing (the study focuses on that phase of development).

That the more effective units discriminated between the two

task roles much more than the less effective units with a

sharper perception of effective performance of the organizing

role than in the less effective units is clearly indicated by

these data.

The results may also indicate that innovating and or-

ganizing behavior do not belong in the same class. Had the

classification of roles into "task" and "socio-enotional" been

valid, no significant differences in votes within a
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classification should have appeared; rather, the greater role

clarity anticipated for effective organizations should have

resulted in greater differences in votes between role areas.

Here is evidence suggesting that the dichotomous treatment of

votes as "task" or "socio-emotional" is not adequate.

The large vote difference in the innovating-harmonizing

comparison was expected, but not in the direction encountered. .

Harmonizing was clearly more visible than the innovating role,

whereas greater clarity of task type roles was expected in the

more efficient units.

The large organizations, both efficient and inefficient,

showed a relatively smaller proportion of choices for innovating

than for either organizing or harmonizing behavior. This is

the same pattern reported when efficiency was held constant.

Therefore the two remarks made with regard to that pattern also

are applicable when size is held constant. Specifically, the

evidence seems to suggest (1) organizing is to be viewed as the

main problem; and (2) the dichotomous treatment of roles as

"task" or "socio-emotional" is not adequate.

When the section of the state is held constant, the

differences in the southern units reinforce the ones previously

discussed. There is a Significantly smaller proportion of

votes for innovating than for either the organizing or harmoniz-

ing role in the efficient unit A. Again this pattern would

indicate greater visibility of the latter two roles in efficient

organizations. In the northern units, no significant differences,

were found between B and C in the proportion of choices to the
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three roles. Both units have been described as having greater

visibility in the harmonizing and organizing roles than in the

innovating role. Despite this pattern, it is surprising to

this author that unit C which was both more efficient and had

a larger population than B did not have more distinctive dif-

ferences and thus give evidence of more role clarity. The

writer has no explanation as to why this should be so.

Role Correlations. --Spearman rank order (Table 12).

Spearman rank order correlations were computed for the six

possible role pairs as a measure of the degree to which the

various roles were related—that is, played to the same degree

by the same persons. Generally, the results support the posi-

tion of Adams. The two moderately effective organizations, A

and D, generally had higher correlations on all role pairs than

either the extremely efficient organization C or the extremely

inefficient organization B. Particularly significant, from

Adams' point of view, would be those crossing over between the

task and socio-emotional roles. The only substantial correla-

tions in organization B were between organizing and the two

"socio-emotional" roles; C featured no substantial correlations

of any type.

Several characteristics of these correlations should be

noted. In the first place, only one of the 24 correlations was .

high, which would indicate that a considerable amount of role

differentiation takes place in all organizations. In the second

place, the correlation of innovating with each of the two

"socio-emotional" roles is typically lovjer than that of
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organizing behavior with the same two roles (only in organiza-

tion D is this pattern not found). In the third place, inno-

vating behavior with friendship featured generally lower corre-

lations than innovating behavior with harmonizing. Some of

these findings again lend support to the continuum theory

proposed in the information section.

t-Tests on Spearman rank order correlations (Table 13).

The theory predicted the correlations across "task" roles and

"socio-emotional" roles to be lovj in large impersonal organiza-

tions. The rationale behind this predicted pattern was as

follows: Norfleet had contended task roles were a matter of

agreement within the organization but that socio-emotional

roles were a matter of the personal preference of each respond-

ent. Because the number of people any one individual can know

in any organization is limited, the typical member of a unit

with a large membership will not have a chance to know the

acknowledged "task" leader of the unit well enough to develop a

personal liking for him. That is, a person who is regarded as

important in task behavior does not have a chance to spend a

lot of time with each person belonging to an organization if

the unit has a large membership. Therefore, the typical member

may know enough about the unit to recognize this individual as

important in task behavior within the unit but not know the

same individual personally at all. The result is the same

persons will not be chosen for "task" roles and "socio-

emotional" roles by the vast bulk of the respondents who are

members of this particular unit. Obviously, this pattern will
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be more pronounced in a unit of even larger membership. Using

this reasoning, the following predictions may be made about the

units presently being studied: C, with a population of 14,000,

will have a lower correlation across "task" and "socio-

emotional" roles than A with a population of 4,400. B, with a

population of 4,400 will have lovjer correlations across "task"

and "socio-emotional" roles than D with a population of 200.

Finally, C should have a much lower correlation across these

two role types than D. The results of the t-tests on the

Spearman rank orders generally support these predictions.

Specifically, in six of the seven significant differences the

larger and more impersonal unit had the lower correlations

across the two role types. The choices for either organizing

or innovating were correlated with the choices for either

harmonizing or friendship behavior and found to be lower in the

larger units. When innovating was compared with harmonizing

and friendship behavior, unit B had lower correlations than

unit D, and unit C had lov;er correlations than unit D. When

organizing was compared with both harmonizing and friendship

behavior, unit C had lower correlations than unit A. Although '

these differences support the theory, there was some lack of

significant differences relating to size which the author can-

not explain. For example, why was not the correlation of unit

C lower than that of unit A in the comparison of innovating

with harmonizing and friendship behavior?

The t-Tests between units A and B which relate mainly to

differences in efficiency have not yet been described. Because
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they have about the same acreage and the same population, no

prediction may be made in relation to differences due to

impersonality variations except on a highly intuitive basis.

However, the theory, following Adams, predicted a moderate

correlation between the "task" roles and the "socio-emotional"

roles in the more effective units. This moderate correlation

would indicate that the task leaders of an effective organiza-

tion got along well with the members and were sensitive enough

to the socio-emotional atmosphere to prevent conflict situ-

ations from arising. At the same time, these same leaders

would not spend so much time in socio-emotional activity that

this behavior interfered with task-oriented behavior. This

latter situation would be indicated by a high correlation

between these two types of roles. A low correlation would seem

to indicate not enough socio-emotional behavior was performed

by the task leaders to prevent friction from arising in the

ineffective units. It is predicted, therefore, that unit A,

which is more effective, will have a moderate correlation when

compared with unit B.

When A was compared with B these results were obtained:

of the four comparisons across task and socio-emotional role

areas only one was ,
significant . The correlation of the unit A

was significantly greater than the correlation of the B unit in

the innovating-harmonizing comparison. However, the correla-

tion of A is not high, but merely substantial. Although this

difference is in the predicted direction, that no more differ-

ences across roles were encountered was unanticipated by the
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theory. Generally then, the correlations relating to effi-

ciency were not supported by this measure.

The theory predicted high correlations when the two task

roles were compared and low correlations when the two socio-

emotional roles were compared in the large and in the effective

units. Because no significant differences appeared in any of

the four comparisons between units, these expectations were not

confirmed. Therefore, this lack of differences would seem to

indicate from another angle that the classification of the four

roles into task and socio-emotional behavior and the treatment

of these categories as a dichotomy are not warranted.

Formal and informal structures .—The third general test

in this thesis analyzed the votes to officers and non-officers.

The results will be presented in the categories and order '

named: effectiveness, size, and section of state.

Effectiveness (main test. Table 14; size held constant.

Table 15). The main .effects tests of effectiveness have no

clear meaning because of the internal differences in all four

roles. When size was held constant, several predicted patterns

emerged. First, within the large organizations the efficient A

had a higher proportion of choices going to officers in all

four roles than the inefficient B. These results are as

hypothesized for the task roles, but not for the socio-emotional

roles. These findings tend to support the position of Martin,

Daily, and Gross as well as Moreno who pointed out that large

deviations from the formal structure by the informal structure

(in. task roles) will hurt an organization's effectiveness. In
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the friendship role, organization A, when compared with B had

proportionately more officers chosen. Therefore, this author

concludes the officers of A were better liked than those of B.

Apparently, having the officers rate high on socio-emotional

roles is not as harmful to organizational effectiveness as had

been hypothesized. In general then, it may be said these data

on the large organizations support the contention that informal

deviation from the formal structure hurts group effectiveness.

It is felt the persons who emerge as leaders in the people's

minds should be congruent with the official power structure

because if those p&ople who hold the informal power should not

have it officially, intra-organizational friction will result.

The second main pattern of effectiveness when size is

held constant, concerns the small organizations. In the com-

parisons of C and D, no significant differences are found in

any of the four roles. These results were unexpected for it

was predicted C would have a higher proportion of choices to

officers than D, at least in the task roles. For these two

organizations, however, the exclusions of the legal attorneys

from the computations of the official leadership proved to be

unfortunate. Though not technically "officers," these people

actually sat in on the decision-making process of board meet-

ings and acted as counsel. Specifically, a number of votes in

C were given to the legal counsel, especially in the three

leadership roles. These votes to a person who was actually a

part of the formal organization structure are not reflected in

the present classification. Organization D also had a person
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receiving many votes who was not a member of the board of

directors. This individual, however, was not the legal counsel

nor did he hold a position in the official leadership structure.

He owned no land within the physical boundaries of the organi-

zation, a requirement of law for membership. He held an office

in the state board of directors for the watershed organizations

at the time the interviews were taken. Within the organization,

his rank was never lower than fifth in any of the three leader-

ship roles and his total votes exceeded those of any single

board member. It would seem to this author that organization D

provides an example of one the effectiveness of which was defi-

nitely impaired by the lack of congruehce between the formal

and informal structures.

Size (main effects, Table 15; effectiveness held constant,

Table 14). The comparison of the combined large organizations

with the combined small organizations has no clear meaning

because of the significant internal difference of the two large

groups which have been discussed above. When effectiveness is

held constant, several patterns relating to size emerge. Com-

parison of the effective groups, C and A, reveals that in all

four roles organization A had a significantly higher proportion

of votes going to officers than did C; this pattern was not

anticipated when the greater size and efficiency of C was taken

into account. It should be recalled, however, that the legal

counsel in organization C received a number of leadership votes

which were not tabulated as votes going to the officers.
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In the ineffective organizations, only one significant

result appears and that is in organizing where the large or-

ganization B had a significantly larger proportion of choices

to officers than the small group D. Within this role, the

pattern is in the predicted direction; that is, there seems to

be more congruence between the formal and informal structure in

the large, more impersonal group. This result was predicted by

the theory and by Moreno. Also, this one significant result

would seem to support organizing as the unit's main problem.

With regard to innovating, the lower efficiency of B apparently

cancels out the result due to its larger size. With regard to

harmonizing, the two factors apparently produce effects opposite

to the above, but again cancel each other out.

Section of the state (Table 16). Only in the case of the

innovating role, were the results clear. In this role, the

combined northern organizations had a significantly lower pro-

portion of officers chosen than in the combined southern organi-

zations.

When the section of the state is held constant, the

patterns described above . are merged. In general, the northern

organizations were not significantly different because of

counteracting influences. Specifically, the small physical size

and the exclusion of the legal attorney from officers' votes of

C seem to have counteracted the larger proportion of formal '

leaders expected to be chosen in this unit due to its large

population and its greater effectiveness. In organization B,

as has been mentioned, the lack of efficiency apparently offsets
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the effects of its larger physical size. Of the northern

internal tests, only friendship proved significant; on that

role, the two units were at the .90 level.

In the southern organizations, A and D, significant

differences were found in all but the innovating role. It will

be recalled, however, that the combined southern organizations

had a higher proportion of officers chosen than the combined

northern organizations in the innovating role. The innovating

role apparently is one of the least sharply perceived of the

four roles, a point which also has been mentioned in the find-

ings regarding information. Because the two southern organiza-

tions were most alike as regards effectiveness (of the six

possible pairings of the four organizations), it would be antic-

ipated that the innovating role would likely not be signifi-

cantly different in these two organizations. In the other three

roles, significantly higher proportions of votes were given to

officers in organization A. This was anticipated as regards

organization, but not on harmonizing and friendship. Two con-

clusions seem reasonable from these results. In the first place,

organizing, harmonizing, and friendship choices seem to be more

visible (perhaps due to their higher socio-emotional quality)

than the innovating role. In the second place, the greater

choices for officers as harmonizers and friends in the efficient

organization would seem to indicate a more positive socio-

emotional feeling toward officers in that organization. That

this pattern might not be harmful to organizational effective-

ness was mentioned in the comparison of A with B.
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Concentration of votes .—The results of the two

Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests will be described first and then the

results of the two _t-tests will be given.

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Table 17) .--Comparison of

organizations across individual roles. In the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test only one significant result appeared and that was

at the .10 level. This result was in the harmonizing role when

the large organizations A and B were compared. Organization A,

the more efficient of the two large groups, had a greater con-

centration of votes. The theory predicted less concentration

in the efficient organization in this "socio-emotional" role.

Once again, the contribution of clear-cut "socio-emotional"

role play to organizational effectiveness has been apparently

underestimated by the theory. A greater concentration of

voting has been taken as evidence of more sharply perceived

role play. In the one instance of significant difference, the

concentration was associated with greater effectiveness, and

this was on a socio-emotional role. In general, the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test, as applied, was apparently not sufficiently

sensitive to reveal the differences which were indicated by the

other tests. Another possible explanation would be that al-

though the predicted patterns apparently exist, they are not

distinctive enough to appear except in aggregate form as in the

choice of officers versus non-officers or in a test of rank

order. Another method of handling the data which could be more

appropriate to this problem will be presented at the end of

this section.
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The results comparing organizations, role by role, were

disappointing. So was the comparison of the four organizations,

aggregating all four roles (Table 18). In this Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test, no significant results appeared. The author

concluded again that the test was apparently not sufficiently

sensitive to detect the differences.

t_-Test on means of total votes cast (Table 19). --In the

first of the two t^-tests, that testing the mean member-choices

to all persons chosen, there were only two significantly dif-

ferent results. In the first of these, the mean of organiza-

tion D was significantly greater than the mean of B in the

innovating role. The second difference was in the harmonizing

role; it was significant at the .10 level and involved the same

two organizations With the means in the same direction. In the

innovating difference, the result supports the idea of greater

concentration in the more efficient organization; D is more

efficient than B. Group consensus, this indicates, is asso-

ciated with group effectiveness.

Again on the harmonizing role, organization D manifests

the higher degree of centralization, an unexpected result.

Hoviiever, much of this effect was due, it will be recalled, to

an outsider who received many leadership votes. His presence

at meetings may, indeed, have brought about much of the need

for harmonizing efforts according to some observers.

In addition to the two differences just discussed, three

pairs of means were significantly alike. The first pair, the

means of C and A in the innovating role, were significantly
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alike at the .90 level. The second significant similarity was

between groups C and B in the organizing role. This author has

no adequate explanation as to why these two pairs of means

should be alike.

The third pair of means that were significantly alike

were those of friendship in groups A and D. We may account for

this similarity as follows: groups A and D are relatively

alike in their effectiveness; that is, they are more alike than

any other of the six possible pairs; thus, we anticipate that

the degree of concentration of likes or dislikes would be

similar in the two organizations.

Despite the similarities and differences between organi-

zations vuhich have been described, this jt-test does not seem

particularly appropriate or sensitive to the patterns which

appeared in the other tests. The lack of significant results

in many of the pair comparisons leaves many unanswered ques-

tions. For instance, why are there no significant differences

between organizations B and D in the organizing role when a

difference exists in the innovating and harmonizing roles?

Particularly is this lack of a significant result puzzling

when other results have seemed to indicate that the most impor-

tant problem of these groups was organizing. Perhaps, as in

the case of the Kolgomorov-Smirnov test, the results appear

only in aggregate form. Another method of analyzing the data

\«hich may be more appropriate for studying concentration of

voting v^ill be presented after the discussion of the next

t-test.
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t-Tes.t of means of choices to directors (Table 20).

The second of the t_-tests analyzed the means of the members'

choices to only those directors chosen. No significant differ-

ences were found, but several pairs were found to be signifi-

cantly alike at the .90 level. None appear in the friendship

role; however, there are one, two, and three similar pairs in

the organizing, innovating, and harmonizing roles, respectively.

In all three roles the comparison of the means of organizations

C and D are similar. These similarities support the conten-

tion made here that unit D ivould have been an effective organi-

zation if it were not for the non-member influential, for this

group has many of the characteristics of the more effective

units

.

In the harmonizing role, only the mean of B is not sig-

nificantly like the others; that is, the means of groups C, A,

and D are significantly like each other. The meanings of the

similarity of the three groups v<ill novj be explored.

The differences in efficiency of the three organizations

may be due to the non-officers chosen in C and D, rather than

to the vote concentration in the officers chosen for this role.

It has been observed that the non-officer chosen in group C was

a legal counsel for the group and thus was a part of the deci-

sion-making process carried on by the board as well as being

influential in the public meetings. By contrast, the influen-

tial non-officer in group D was a non-member and thus was not

part of the official power structure of that group. This ex-

planation would seem to indicate that differences in the vote
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concentration among officers are not totally responsible for

the differences in the effectiveness of these groups. Rather,

the votes to influential non-officers may be important in the

amount of efficiency in the group.

The mean of officers chosen in organization B is not

significantly like those in the other three organizations.

The author is surprised that the mean of B is not significantly-

different from the' mean of A. In the two Kolmogorov-Smirnov

tests, the only significant difference was found between these

two groups in this role. The writer cannot explain why a

difference in concentration is not found here also.

Like the first set of t^-tests on the votes to all per-

sons in the group, this series of analyses does not seem to be

sensitive enough to get at the patterns indicated by other

tests. The lack of any significant results is very puzzling

since a number of these would have been anticipated both from

the theory and from the results of the data already presented.

Even the likenesses were not as anticipated. For example, why

did not groups A and D, which were most alike in effectiveness,

have significantly similar results in the innovating role?

An alternative analysis of vote concentration. The

small number of significant differences found in any of the

foregoing tests of vote concentration has led the writer to

suggest another type of analysis which might be more sensitive

to the differences revealed in the general tests of role

clarity, role correlations, and formal-informal structures.

The number of votes per voter is suggested here as a possible
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alternative analysis which, although it certainly is not

completely adequate, might be more sensitive to the differences

in vote concentration which are believed to exist in these data.

By votes per voter the writer means the absolute number of

votes cast by members for both officers and non-officers for a

particular role divided by the number of members of the same

organization who voted for that same role. The rationale

behind the use of this kind of analysis for vote concentration

follows.

Following Norfleet, the theory predicted greater vote

concentration in the task roles and choices based on personal

preference in the socio-emotional roles in the efficient and

large organizations. In a task role, the highest concentration

possible would be for all members of an organization to agree

one person was responsible for all the behavior in this role

area. If this hypothetical case existed, then only one vote

would be cast by each person voting for that role and the votes

per voter vjould be one. However, if the prediction is met,

there will be more votes than voters in the two socio-emotional

roles. In the harmonizing role a single person will not be

needed in an organization which gets along well together because

there is no friction within the organization, ft'hen members of.

this unit are asked about this role, they will not have any one

person in mind and so they will probably name several who seem

to fit the role. Furthermore, there probably ivill not be any

agreement on those several persons named. In the friendship

role many votes per voter will be found in an effective
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organization where each member likes a number of other members

and no cliques of friends have developed.

If fevjer votes per voter are found in the task roles

when compared with the socio-emotional roles, the interpretation

of this pattern just' given might be inappropriate. It is pos-

sible for members to choose an average of one person each for a

task role but not to agree on a single individual as being more

important in that role than any other. Likewise, many votes

per voter in the friendship role would not necessarily indicate

lack of agreement in his role, for cliques of friends involving

six, seven, or eight people may still be present. In spite of

these limitations, the writer feels that if this pattern is

found in either effective or large organizations the original

interpretation given is plausible though not conclusive. The

use of this analysis will be illustrated in the follovjing

section on "additional patterns."

The case for a continuum of roles .--First , the theoret-

ical arguments supporting the use of a continuum instead of the

classification of roles as "task" and "socio-eraotional" will be

given. Then the data from this study supporting this position

will be given.

It would seem to this author that if a continuum is

adopted the characteristics of any one point on it ought to be

found in decreasing intensity at successive points as the dis-

tance from the original point increases. Using this reasoning,

the roles as placed on the continuum ought to have some traits

of the harmonizing and friendship roles but in decreasing
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intensity as the two roles involved are felt to be more and

more dissimilar. The definitions of the four roles used in this

study would seem to infer the appropriateness of a continuum as

well as its order. Specifically, the innovator has only to

think up appropriate ideas to solve a task; he only has to be

aware of the social climate of a group enough to know what is

a realistic proposal, but he does not have to be well liked to

be useful in achieving the organization's ends. The organizer

has to implement the ideas of the innovator. He has to under-

stand the organization's ends and also the idea he is imple-

menting thoroughly. In addition, he has to be quite sensitive

to the individual personalities within the organization in order

to know who is best suited for a particular task and what mem-

bers will work well and efficiently together. He also has to

be highly regarded enough for the organization's members to

carry out his directives without resentment. The harmonizer

primarily functions to help people get along and to reduce

friction. His only connection with getting things done in the

organization is through sensing vMhat issues need to be resolved

in order for the organization to progress toward its goals.

Obviously, he must be even more socially adept than the organ-

izer for the response by members to the person playing the

former role is much more emotional than to the latter role.

Finally, the person chosen as friend must be most sensitive of

all to socio-emotional overtones; but, he is in no way neces-

sarily connected with progress toward the organization's goals.

Rather, by definition, the choice of a person by a member for
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this role is based on strictly personal preference. Thus,

the definitions of these roles would imply increasing socio-

emotional content and increasing personal preference when

ordered in this way: innovating, organizing, harmonizing, and

friendship behavior.

An example of the way this revision of the theory, if it

is true, may clarify the findings is the high number of choices

for organizing and harmonizing and the low number of choices

for innovating which seems more reasonable in the light of the

proposed continuum.

One way to see if the theoretical argument just given

has any validity is by analyzing the data in terms of votes per

voter. As was stated above, the greater the distance between

two points on a continuum the less similarity should be found

in the characteristics of these points. Following this line of

reasoning and assuming the explanation of the votes per voter

is plausible despite its qualifications, the follovjing pattern

ought to emerge to coincide with the theoretical discussion of

the continuum: in an effective or a large organization the

number of votes per voter ought to be least in the innovating

role, greater in the organizing role, still greater in the

harmonizing role, and finally, the friendship role ought to have

the greatest number of .voters of all four roles.

This pattern was found to exist in organization A which

was both impersonal and efficient. Specifically, the organiz-

ing role had 32 more votes than the innovating role with an

increase of only six voters in the organizing role. In the
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comparison of the organizing and harmonizing roles, this unit

had the same number of votes as for organizing with eight fewer

voters in the harmonizing role. Finally, in the comparison of

the harmonizing and friendship roles this unit had the same

number of votes but three fewer voters in the friendship role.

Another way of stating the same pattern is to say that the

number of votes per voter increased from 1.86 on the innovating

role to 2.76 on the friendship role in organization A. Al-

though this pattern is admittedly not very pronounced, it is

generally the same in all four organizations. The greater the

socio-emotional content, the more this is a matter of personal

preferences; the less the socio-emotional content, the more

this is a matter of objective group consensus.

As was noted in the predictions for votes per voter,

the large and effective organizations were anticipated to have

more evidence for the continuum than the small or ineffective

organization. Thi's pattern had been anticipated because of the

hypothesized greater role clarity of these organizations. The

writer had no explanation for why the effective or large organ-

izations did not have the clearer patterns— i.e., a greater

difference in votes per voter between roles. However, the

author interprets the consistent direction of the results as

support for the proposed continuum.

A second set of data also seems to support -the proposed

continuum. This evidence is found in role correlations and their

tests. The predictions in relation to the continuum are as

follows: if two points on a continuum are relatively far apart
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they will be quite dissimilar; if they are relatively close
.

together they will have characteristics that are quite similar.

Therefore, if respondents are asked to name persons for two

roles contiguous to each other on the continuum it is more

likely the same person will be chosen than if the respondents

are asked about non-contiguous roles. For these reasons the

contiguous roles are expected to have higher correlations than

non-contiguous roles i These patterns are anticipated to be

more evident in the large and effective organizations because

of the predicted greater role clarity of these units.

The data on role correlations offer some support for the

proposed continuum. It was mentioned above that the correla-

tion of innovating with each of the "socio-emotional" roles is

typically lower than the correlation of the organizing role

with the same two roles in all organizations but D. Also,

innovating, when correlated with friendship, generally featured

a lower correlation than innovating \Mhen correlated with

harmonizing.

The t-tests of the correlations generally support the

idea that roles exist along a continuum. In all the instances

of significant differences comparing A with D, D with B, and C

with D, the larger unit had lower role correlations. Like the

role correlations just discussed, the results would indicate

the innovating role is less similar to the "socio-emotional"

roles than the organizing role. Of the six differences relating

to size, four were in the comparison of the innovating role

with the "socio-emotional" roles and only two of them were in
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the comparison of the organizing role with the same two roles.

In the effectiveness comparison, organizations A and B vMhich

were of similar acreage and population were significantly

different in correlations on only one of the six possible role

combinations--that of innovating-harraonizing. Here, organiza-

tion A had a higher correlation than organization B, a result

not anticipated in terms of role clarity, but in line with

Adams, for A had a' substantial but not a high correlation.

Thus, the pattern of role correlations and the t-tests

between generally support the proposed continuum. The correla-

tions between the innovating and friendship were lowest, the

correlations between innovating and harmonizing somewhat higher,

and the correlations between the organizing and the "socio-

emotional" roles were least different.

Theoretical Implications of the Findings

The purpose of this section is to review the original

theory being tested in the light of the results and the discus-

sion. In the first part of this section, the model will be

re-evaluated; in the second part, qualifications will be given.

Implications of the results presented for the theory

proposed . --The summary of the model will be set in a context

which overrides all the results relating to the difference

between organizations. This context is as follows: the four

organizations were selected as polar types and were not in-

tended to be representative of all watershed organizations.

The polar types chosen were intended to make possible the study
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of organizational size as well as the study of effectiveness.

Specifically, within the efficient type organization, one large

and one small area were selected; for the inefficient type of

organization, one of each size was also chosen.

It will be recalled that an organization was defined as

large or small in terms of the number of acres within its

boundaries. As the results above have shown, this definition

of size is apparently inadequate. Although a greater number of

acres in an organization may make it more impersonal, the

number of members. in a group seems to have even greater effects

on the behavior patterns and organizational atmosphere than

does physical area. Specifically, organization C, which was

classified as a small organization because of its area, actually

had the characteristics of a large organization due to its

large number of members; thus it would seem more realistic to

classify it with the large organizations. The population of

area C was about three times as large as that of any of the

other areas; it was apparently more impersonal because of this

fact. Therefore, the two organizations which were small in

physical area (C and D) , were very dissimilar; C was quite

impersonal. C seemed even more impersonal than the two large

organizations, A. and B, which were very similar in both area

and population. In general it was observed that the predictions

regarding efficiency were supported when A and B were compared;

but when C and D were compared, the difference in efficiency

was generally more than that canceled out by the difference in

impersonality, with C acting as a large organization. The
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reclassification of C as a large organization ;vill be the

perspective from which the re-evaluation of the model in terms

of the results will be viewed. The summary of the theory also

will specify the effect of efficiency in the comparison of A

and B a nd the effect of impersonality in the comparison of C

and D.

Several general propositions were made about the char-

acteristics of an effective organization in Chapter I. These

statements were integrated into a model or theory at that time.

Specifically, this theory hypothesized these patterns: (1)

increasing. size in terms of number of members or physical area

resultein greater impersonality in an organization; both are

presumed to have the same structural effect on its actions;

(2) as an organization becomes more effective, it is character-

ized by moderate correlations between task and socio-emotional

roles, higher proportions of officers chosen on leadership

roles, greater task-oriented behavior, and proportionately less

socio-emotional behavior in terms of the total amount of activ-

ity; (3) within the task roles, innovating and organizing have

the same structural effects and within socio-emotional behavior,

the harmonizing and friendship choices have the same structural

effects; and, (4) large organizations are more effective.

These four predictions will be discussed in the order named;

after they are summarized, additional patterns which seem to

have appeared and are not related to the four just named but

are related to the model will be discussed.
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Size. Generally, the data support the idea that size in

numbers and size in physical area have the same structural

effects; that is, where impersonality of a group was anticipated

to affect organizational structure, it did and in the predicted

direction. There were some negative results and a number of

instances where no significant differences' were found when some

would have been expected. In general, the larger and more

impersonal groups (including C when compared with D) had lower

degrees of role clarity, lower role correlations, and greater

congruence of formal and informal structures. These patterns

appeared in all four roles. Also, in general, the socio-

emotional roles seem less affected by size than the task roles.

The organizations have been presumed to be ordered as follovMS

on a continuum, starting with the largest and most impersonal:

C, A, B, D. The distances between C and A, A and B, and B and

D are not presumed to be equal. As a matter of fact, objective

measures show that the difference between A and B is small.

Although these results contradict the predictions regarding the

socio-emotional roles, these patterns can be accounted for in

terms of the theory and will be discussed below.

Effectiveness. In general, organizations A and B whose

acreage and populations were similar produced results that

supported the hypotheses in relation to organizational effec-

tiveness. It was predicted that more effective organizations

would have moderate correlations between the task and socio-

emotional roles. The rationale for this prediction was provided

by Adams. He felt socio-emotional behavior helped group
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effectiveness by smoothing over rough spots in interpersonal

relations and increasing communication. But these two factors

helped effectiveness only to a certain point. Beyond this

point, the increasing socio-enotional behavior which caused the

greater rank agreement inhibited task behavior more and more

which, in turn, adversely affected group effectiveness. Put

another way, each group has a maximum level of socio-eraotional

behavior which can' exist without harm to the group's task; if

the amount of behavior is below this level the group has in-

ternal friction to that degree and needs more socio-em.otional

behavior to reduce it; and, if the amount of socio-emotional

behavior is above this maximum, then it is unnecessary and

harmful because it prevents members from engaging in productive

task behavior. As anticipated, A generally had more moderate

(intermediate) level rank order correlations than B even though

a pairing of roles on the t-test produced only one significant

difference in pair correlations between the two organizations.

The support of the effectiveness pattern is, obviously, quite

weak.

It was predicted the effective organizations would have'

more officers chosen in the task roles because this pattern

would indicate the lack of a conflicting informal structure and

greater legitimacy of the official leaders. When A and B were

compared, A was found to have proportionately more officers

chosen in all four roles and not just in the task roles.

Therefore, it was concluded that choices for officers in the

socio-emotional roles were not as harmful to organizational
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effectiveness as had been anticipated.

It was predicted the effective organizations would be

more task oriented, and that less attention would be paid to

socio-eraotional activity. V.'hen compared with B, organization A

had proportionately more persons voting for the task roles but

not for the socio-emotional roles. The position was taken by

the author that these results supported the prediction. It was

felt that if an organization was more task-oriented propor-

tionately more persons in such a unit would be able to name the

others who performed task functions than would be the case in

an organization not so oriented.

It was predicted that effective organizations would have

greater task role concentration but less socio-emotional concen-

tration. Because only one significant difference between A and

B was found out of four sets of tests for vote concentration,

this prediction was neither supported nor contradicted.

The "task" 'and "socio-emotional" role classification.

During the discussion of the other three questions, the division

of the four roles into "task" and "socio-eraotional" categories

has been implicitly assumed. Also it was assumed within each

category the two roles were significantly alike and that they

had similar effects on group structure. These were the assump-

tions and predictions of the proposed theory. The author

questions these assumptions because of the results on role

clarity, role correlations, and by the votes per voter in the

formal and informal structures. Specifically, in the test of

absolute differences there were consistently significant
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differences between the organizing and innovating roles. In

the Spearman rank order test, the roles in the most effective

organization, C, were all either uncorrelated or correlated at

a low level. Furthermore, the correlations between the inno-

vating and "socio-emotional" roles were typically lower than

the correlations between the organizing and "socio-emotional"

roles. Also, the innpvating-friendship correlation was typ-

ically lower than the innovating-harmonizing correlation.

Finally, the votes per voter were computed and inspected. It

was found that there was a decreasing concentration of votes in

this order: innovating, organizing, harmonizing, and friend-

ship. These data suggested a continuum in the order named with

task-oriented behavior at one end and friendship choices at the

other end of the continuum. This order also may be thought of
'

as two overlapping continuums: (1) starting with innovating,

there is a decreasing amount of task-oriented behavior in each

of the three succeeding roles, and (2) starting with innovating

behavior, there is an increasing amount of socio-emotional

behavior in the other three roles. According to this line of

thinking, one prediction should not be made for "task" roles in

efficient organizations and a diametrically opposed prediction

for inefficient organizations, followed by a second set o£

opposite predictions fqr "socio-emotional" roles. Instead, we

anticipate gradually shifting behavior on each particular role

as we move from efficient to inefficient organizations.

The relation of size to efficiency. The theory predicted

that large organizations would be more effective. This pattern
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generally was found to be true. Specifically, the two

effective organizations A and C were also large. Within these

two units the most effective unit, C, had about three times the

population of unit A. Organization B of the ineffective units

was less effective than the other ineffective unit, D. Since

the former unit had a larger acreage and population than the

latter unit, this pattern would seem to contradict the predic-

tion. However, unit B is regarded an exception to the overall

pattern described by Dakin . B is exceptional because of the

unusual conditions surrounding its organization which have been

described above.

Summary. Because it is generally felt large organiza-

tions are also more effective, the characteristics of each will

now be combined in a description of a small organization and a

large one when both are voluntary units trying to accomplish

objective rather than socio-emotional goals.

In the small organization, the typical action is informal

and personal. Everybody's needs must be met and all the differ-

ing viewpoints must be received before any task activity can be

performed. Therefore, even though the small organization was

formed to perform a certain set of tasks, it must devote a

considerable part of its activity to solving socio-emotional

problems; this detracts from the time that may be spent on task-

oriented activity.

In the large organizations, the typical action is more

impersonal and foripal. It would be time consuming to a pro-

hibitive degree for all members of a large organization to have
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their say on each decision the organization faces; thus, much

of this power is delegated to elected officers. Those persons

thus chosen for formal leadership positions are assumed to

embody the common values various members of the organization

hold. These common values would naturally be more likely to be

task-oriented because socio-emotional values are highly per-

sonalized. Because he has delegated much of the decision-making

process to elected officers on the basis of task-oriented

values, the typical member of the large unit has a higher level

of task-orientation in relation to unit activities, but knows

less about the decisioh-making process than does the typical

member of the small organization. This combination of char-

acteristics is such that when the large organization is compared

with the small, the former unit has less role clarity, a higher

proportion of role choices to officers, lower correlations across

task and socio-emotional roles, and greater task orientation.

Other patterns. Three sets of relationships unantici-

pated by the theory appeared: (1) organizing as the main prob-

lem, (2) the visibility of the four roles, and (3) the applica-

tion of the Gemeinschaft-Gesellschaf t characteristics to the

theory. They will be discussed in the order named.

Three times the organizing votes proved significantly

different while the other roles analyzed produced no pattern.

Specifically, this pattern was encountered twice in the test of '

respondents and non-respondents and once in the votes cast for

officers. The legal steps of organizing were fairly specific.

Thus, new ideas weren't so much called for as coordination to
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get them carried out. These points indicate that organizing

and not inhovating was the main problem of these organizations.

In addition, the innovating role did not appear to this author

to be distinctively outstanding in the way just mentioned in

regard to organizing. This position with regard to organizing

seems reasonable although the evidence for it in this study

seems very scattered.

Another reason organizing might be mentioned more often

is it seems to fit into a general pattern of visibility.

Visibility seems to be directly related to the amount of socio-

emotional response to a role; that is, the more personal the

criteria of a role, the more members will know a person who fits

it. This change of position as regards role visibility seems

called for by the results. Therefore, more votes should be

cast as the socio-emotional end of the role continuum is ap-

proached; this has been found true in the test of absolute

differences and the pattern of votes per voter. In the former

analysis, innovating behavior was given fewer choices than

either organizing or harmonizing behavior in the effective and

large organizations; friendship behavior was not included in

this test. In the latter analysis, there were more votes per

voter in the socio-emotionally oriented roles in all four

organizations when the proposed continuum was used. Here again

this conclusion is somewhat conjectural because the supporting

data are scanty.

The results are also suggestive of Tonnies' Gemeinschaf t-

Gesellschaft typology with the small ineffective organizations
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having Gemeinschaf t characteristics and the large effective

units possessing Gesellschaft attributes. The small unit, D,

in this study, like the Gemeinschaf t community, was small in

numbers and in physical area; areas A and C were of signifi-

cantly larger area and numbers respectively, like Gesellschaft

communities. Tonnies stressed the loss of a primary relation-

ship with all members of the group in the latter type situation

with increased impersonality as the result. This character-

istic has been repeatedly emphasized in this study for the

large physical territories and also area C. Also stressed was

the fact that behavior in the large effective organizations was

more task-oriented than in the small ineffective organization.

Tbnnies stressed the greater concern in the Gesellschaft com-

munity with objective accomplishment and lesser concern with

socio-emotional response than in the Gemeinschaft community.

Also, in the large effective organization this study found more

officers chosen. In the Gesellschaft community, proportionately

more leadership behavior is attributed to persons in formal

offices. Finally, the large organizations were predicted to be

more effective, a prediction generally supported by the results.

In terms of. objective rather than socip-emotional measures, the

Gesellschaft community is more effective than the Gemeinschaft

community. Although not perfectly contiguous on some points,

the overall comparison of these two models seems to help clarify

the nature of the model proposed here.

To summarize the results including the unanticipated

patterns: when area C is thought of as a large organization
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instead of a small one due to its large population, and when

this area is compared with area D, the predictions regarding

impersonality are supported. Specifically, area C, when com-

pared with unit D, had fewer votes cast for all roles but

friendship, lower average role correlations indicating more

separation of the task and socio-emotional orientations, and

greater role clarity as evidenced by the larger absolute dif-

ferences. Further support for the anticipated effect of im-

personality is evidenced in the comparison of the impersonal

organization A with the personal organization D. Here, with

the proportions of voters not being significantly different,

the former area had more absolute differences which would indi-

cate greater ability to discriminate between role functions and

more officers chosen, indicating greater legitimacy of leader-

ship. Likewise, when the impersonal unit B is compared with

the personal area D, the former organization, with no signifi-

cant difference in proportions of voters and non-voters, has

greater absolute differences between the proportion of votes for

different roles and lower correlations than unit D, the former

analysis indicating greater ability to discriminate between role

functions in the impersonal group and the latter analysis indi-

cating greater separation of task and socio-emotional behavior

in the impersonal group. Thus, impersonal organizations, when

compared with personal organizations, seem to have lower propor-

tions of voters on all roles and less socio-emotional involve-

ment in role play, but greater ability to discriminate between

role functions, greater legitimacy of leadership, and
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Gesellschaft characteristics.

When impersonality was held relatively constant, as was

done in the comparison of areas A and B, the predictions regard-

ing efficiency were supported. Specifically, area A was more

task-oriented, had higher correlations indicating the lack of

friction (following Adams), and had greater Gesellschaft char-

acteristics in general.

Three other patterns not anticipated by the theory seemed

to appear. First, a continuum of . roles seems more appropriate

than the categories chosen; specifically, they seem to be

ordered as follows starting with the most task-oriented:

innovating, organizing, harmonizing, and friendship behavior.

Second, roles with a socio-emotional component seemed more

visible than task-oriented roles. Thus, innovating behavior

was least visible. Finally, organizing seems to be the main

problem of these organizations.

The revised theory may now be stated. An effective or-

ganization, trying to accomplish by voluntary means an objective

task, may be either personal or impersonal. The effective

impersonal organization, when compared with an ineffective or-

ganization of the same size, has less overall information,

indicating delegated authority in decision' making is held by the

officers. In the effective impersonal organization, there is

also greater functional role discrimination, greater task-

orientation, greater legitimacy of leadership, lack of friction,

and higher role correlations than in the ineffective, impersonal

organizations. In the personal effective organization, the
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same characteristics hold when compared with the personal

ineffective organization. However, when the personal effective

organization is compared with the impersonal effective organi-

zation, the former will have greater information on the part of

its typical member, indicating a greater proportion of the

members participate in group activity, more socio-emotional

activity, higher role correlations, and somewhat less role

discrimination. The role behavior may be placed on a continuum

as follows starting with the most task-oriented and progress-

ing to the most socio-emotional role: innovating, organizing,

harmonizing, and friendship behavior. Of these four roles, the

innovating role seems least visible; the greater the socio-

emotional component of a role the more it is visible. IVhether

this last pattern holds for any organization or just for large

and effective ones could not be determined from the results of

this study. There is no particular evidence from this study

for greater concentration of voting in task-oriented roles in

either large or effective organizations. Similarly, there is

no particular evidence for greater vote concentration of socio-

emotionally oriented, roles in the small or less effective

organizations. Therefore, no predictions of role concentrations

will be made.

Some qualifications of the conclusions .—Although the

conclusions and revised theory seem reasonable to the author,

several qualifications must be stated in order to put them in

proper perspective.
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The first limitation of these conclusions is the lack of

distinction between active members who attended at least some

of the meetings and those members who only signed the petition.

Had the votes of the actives only been analyzed, different

patterns might have emerged, or some of the patterns which have

been described tentatively might have been clearer. However

the findings might have been altered with this change, more

confidence in their accuracy would result. That is, a person

who goes to the organization's meetings will likely have a

better idea of the organization's structure than a person who

does not. In further research of this kind, probably only

active members' responses should be used. That way, more con-

fidence may be placed in the results.

The second limitation concerns the measure of effective-

ness chosen. Although certainly adequate in terras of the three

criteria of Georgopoulos and Tannenbaum and in terms of the

stated purposes of the organizations, it may not be an accurate

measure of how the members of some of the organizations felt.

Specifically, the two inefficient units were rural and the two

efficient units were urban. It seems reasonable to suppose that

those with such a strongly task-oriented design are inappro-

priate in the rural situation because people in these areas

judge an organization in terms of its emotional impact upon the

total rural community. That is, any new organization would be

judged not only in terms of its stated task, but also in terms

of how well it meets the emotional needs of its members and how

well it fits into the existing set of interpersonal relations
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in the total community. This emotional factor would seem

important to rural people because they have to deal with the

same people outside the organization in other facets of their

lives, a situation which is not forced upon the members of an

urban organization. Therefore, events which disturb the emo-

tional status quo outside the organization in the rural com-

munity will have repercussions for the organization and vice

versa. Apparently, this set of conditions is what helped

contribute to the relative inefficiency of D. In his inspec-

tion of the interviews, the author noticed several comments of

resentment toward the importance of the influential non-officer

in relatioil to that person's relatively tenuous position in the

rest of the community. The remarks which have been made would

seem to indicate that both the inefficient organizations include

people used to a personal, Gemeinschaft set of interpersonal

relations. The measure of effectiveness chosen does not tap

the need these rural areas apparently feel for making any

organizational meeting a social occasion as well as a place to

get things done.

For lack of evidence to the contrary, apparently unit D

includes only one set of community loyalties. However, in unit

B there are probably several sets of community loyalties due to

the two natural watersheds and the four non-urban communities

which were included in its boundaries. Thus, getting the

different factions of this watershed to work together would be

difficult.
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All these points would seem to argue for the inclusion

of some variable relating to the socio-emotional interaction as

part of the measure of effectiveness. In practice, however,

this author would contend that the socio-emotional factor only

helps to explain the lack of effectiveness of an organization

in reaching its goals, but that the researcher, in setting up

an effectiveness measure, should not impute to the organization

goals other, than those they state for themselves. The measure

used in this study held very well to the unit's immediate goals

and, in fact, accurately predicted each unit's success in .

achieving its long-range goal.

The third limitation to the conclusions is the assump-

tions made about the lack of findings in some of the tests. It

was assumed several times that the lack of significantly differ-

ent findings was the result of two conflicting trends. Particu-

larly was this true in the case of the comparison of organiza-

tions C and D. For example, in the test of the choices to

officers, the lack of significant differences between these two

units was explained in the following way: In C, had the choices

for the legal counsel been included as part of the formal lead-

ership votes, there would have been more leadership choices in

this organization than in D. In the latter unit, the influential

non-officer was not the legal counsel and was in no way con-

nected with the formal leadership of that unit. Although such

an explanation does not contradict the data, there may be some

question as to whether this kind of explanation is the most

logical one to be inferred from a similarity. The relationships
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proposed by this author may be only his efforts at finding an

explanation that does not contradict the data and at the same

time does not destroy the theory he proposes. Perhaps it would

be just as logical to assume that, since these two organizations

are physically the same size, they are influenced by certain

patterns which may be traced to the number of acres included in

the unit's boundaries. This is only one example. Other cases

of no differences 'which have been explained as the result of

conflicting trends may be due to yet some other factor other

than a similar acreage or it may be that differences do not

exist in this measure.

This last possibility introduces those lack of expected

differences which were not explained as the result of conflict-

ing trends. Sometimes it was admitted that these deviations

from expectation could not be accounted for, but often it was

concluded that the test was inappropriate to measure the vari-

able under study. However, all the statistical tests used were

approved by Dr. Stanley Wearden of the statistics department.

Therefore, with the statistical methods available, for all

practical considerations there may be no differences in the

predicted direction and so another theory other than the one

proposed, either in its revised or original form, may be more

appropriate.

This possible inaccurate interpretation of the data also

forms the fourth limitation which is in relation to the conclu-

sions about the significant results. Here again the question

may be raised concerning the twisting of data to fit a
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preconceived theory. In this case, do the significant results

really support the proposed theory or could they equally as

well support some other set of ideas? For example, does a

greater number of choices for officers in the organizing and

innovating roles in group A really mean that there is more

task-oriented behavior in that group than in group D? Also,

does fewer votes per voter indicate greater concentration of

votes and thinking or just lack of knowledge? If this pattern

does mean greater concentration, are the repeated patterns

described by the author more meaningful because they keep re-

appearing even though any individual one would certainly not

prove statistically significant? In short, do the patterns

really exist; that is, are they reliable, and if they do exist,

are the interpretations put on them valid?

This question of the reliability of the data can be

approached from yet another angle, making the fifth and last

limitation on the conclusions to be mentioned here. All the

different analyses and the four general tests were based on the

responses to only four questions. It is possible that the

seeming consistency of the positive results which support the

theory is due to the use of the same data in all the different

analyses. The author may be like the person who, taking four

pieces of coal, breaks each of them up into increasingly finer

pieces evermore convinced that all coal is black. That is, the

consistency which seems to exist in this study may be due not

to the patterns of the proposed theory, but to the fact that

only four questions were asked.
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Specific Recommendations

First, when organizing for water conservation and

control, the population inhabiting the territory and its dis-

tribution should be considered in establishing the boundaries

for watershed districts. Specifically, where possible it would

seem desirable to have the bulk of the organization's popula-

tion live in a centralized urbem center. Second, it would seem

desirable to draw the boundaries to include as much territory

and as many people as possible. Large groups may be expected

to be relatively more effective in accomplishing objectives or

measurable goals. However, the people included should be in-

tegrated with and have loyalties to a single community center.

That is, such boundaries should be as large as possible within

the limits of established social networks of communication and

interaction. It would seem more desirable to meet these crite-

ria than for the organization simply to be large without regard

to local, social ties (as the case of group B illustrates).

If oi^ganization of larger territories including more than one

major center is contemplated, a special coordinating agency

should be formally established. Third, all persons perceived

by members as leaders on task roles (e.g., innovation and or-

ganization) should somehow be included in the official leader-

ship structure. If they are not, the informal power structure

of the group will not be legitimized and may operate in com-

petition with the legitimate leadership. Fourth, progress

toward group goals should be expected to be slower in the in-

stance of small organizations (that is, of small numbers of
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people residing in close proximity). Such groups tend to

devote more attention to socio-eraotional matters. In planning

for the small group, more attention should be given to personal

factors; the group should be structured so that emphasis is

deliberately given to socio-emotional roles (e.g., harmonizing).

As predicted by the theory, large effective groups can expect

to spend most of their time in task activity, and the members

will expect to find satisfaction of their socio-emotional needs

elsewhere. In the small group, the members will expect to have

some of their socio-emotional needs met by the organization and

therefore, to be effective in keeping up good will and to com-

promise dissonant points of view, more emphasis needs to be

given to socio-emotional behavior in small than in large groups.
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The purpose of this study was to investigate the struc-

tural correlates of organizational effectiveness in four water-

shed organizations. The main variables were size and setting.

Sociometric data regarding task and emotional leadership were

analyzed for (1) structural clarity; (2) role correlations;

(3) the relationship of the formal and informal leadership; and

(4) vote concentration. These data were the sociometric choices

of probability samples of numbers of the four organizations in

response to questions concerned with innovating, organizing,

harmonizing, and friendship behavior.

An eclectic theory of organizational efficiency combining

the ideas of several writers was presented. In this model,

effectiveness was measured as progress toward a specified goal:

achieving formal incorporation. Increases in either physical

area or number of members were assumed to have the same struc-

tural effects, increased depersonalization. This theory made

the following predictions: (1) In an effective group, growth

in size increases the proportion of task-oriented behavior when

compared with socio-emotional behavior. (2) Task behavior is a

matter of group agreement and socio-emotional behavior a matter

of individual choice. Therefore, the sociodynamic law holds

for task-oriented behavior, chance distributes socio-emotional

votes. Ineffective groups have the opposite patterns.

To study role clarity, chi-square values were cgmputed

on the varying properties of respondents to non-respondents for

each role, the varying properties of votes cast for each of

three roles, and the absolute differences in the same three
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roles which excluded friendship choices. Spearman rank order

values were computed to test role correlations and then signif-

icant organizational differences were detected by the t^-test.

To test the varying levels of confidence in the formal leader-

ship structures, chi-square values were computed on the choices

for officers and non-officers. Finally, vote concentration was

tested by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and by t-tests of the

means of all votes cast and the means of the votes received

only by directors.

In general, the original theory with which we started

was supported by the data. The effective organizations were

larger and thus more impersonal, they seemed to have greater

role differentiation and clearer perception of role play,

greater task-orientation, greater legitimacy of the formal

structure, and be characterized by lack of internal friction.

Changes in the theory were these: In some instances, imperson-

ality offset the expected patterns due to efficiency. One

important example was that fewer voters were found in the effec-

tive small organization due to its large size and impersonality.

A second change concerned the roles: a continuum from task to

socio-eraotional behavior seemed more appropriate than categories

of the two role types. Starting with the most task oriented,

the roles seemed to have the following sequence: innovating,

organizing, harmonizing, and friendship behavior. The conclu-

sions of the study must be tenuously held because data were

available on only four organizations.


